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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
'VOLUME 40

THURSDAY, JANUARY

Ex-Senator

Wm. Mason

of 111. will

Incidents in the Life of

Wm. McKinley Adm.

of

Wm. McKinley

While the first presidential campaign for the election of William McKinley was in progress Lieut. Gov. Charles H. Saxton of New York, visited Canton, Ohio, for the purpose of arranging with McKinley for the
visit of a delegation of New York Republicansto the McKinley home,
McKinley stated that it would give him greet pleasure to receive any of
his friends from New York State, adding, a moment later, that he imposed
only one condition. "If anything is to he said of a political nature, anyAbout 25 citizens gathered at the
thing not purely social,then I shall pipect the remarks to be written out council meeting last evening to deand submitted to me before delivery,” he said “This is a vital point. cide what kind of paving was to be
When I am going to address any delegation I always make it a point care- put in on Central avenue but after
fully to write out what I am to say.”
at least two hours of discussion no
This was a rigid campaign rule with McKinley. Lieut. Gov. Saxton decision had been reached It was at
thought that McKinley had taken a lessen from the unhappy experience last decided to appoint a committee
of James G. Blaine, who did not insist upon reading beforehand the reconsisting of seven properly holders
1

While the National Biscuit Co’s
Package Goods Sale is on.

RUG

3<)c

j

worth of their good things

i

j

This price is offered simply
to introducethese goods to
you.

1

;

I

!

Lay in a future supply

B.

STEKETEE

33 W. 8th

stock,

and

to

dean up on

St.

185 River

St

Citz. Phone 1014

such

patterns as we will not carry next season we offer the following
bargains

in

i

Ladies

Room

Watch

Rugs

Size

Chains
are Stylish

One 9x12 Body Brussel Rug, regular prtce $32.50
Clean up price ................ ..........
.

......

$24 25

as absolutely
the safest watch guard
to be had. •

as well

Five 9x12 Axminster Rugs, regular price $25.00
Clean up price ................................. $18

Two

Two

..................... $24

.

9x12 Wilton Velvet Rugs, regular price $21.00

9x12 Fine Tapestry Rugs, regular price $19.50
.................. $14

...

Three 8 1-3x10

75

8 1-3x10 1-6 Seamless Velvet Rug, regular price
$22.50, clean

doubt be governed largely
by the committees investigation.
The committee consists of Percy

j

Ray, H. R. Brink, A II. Meyer, Dr.
Kremer, Hamanua Boone, H Kragt,
and Isaac Marsilje. A representative of the Weetrumite Paving
Co was present who explained that
companies product in detail and his
price was approximately $170 per
square yard.
A tama representativewas also
present and he too went into details,
lie says that his street can be con*
structed for about $IJ per sqnart
yard, and to demonstratethat his

I

street was

up price-- ........................ $16 50

™

t

15

VWV

£14 RIVER. ST..

212-

RESTAURANT

VAN’S

JOHNJiOFFMAN, Prop
Try our regular meals.

- -

We

Citz. Phone 1252

also put

up

lunches to

take out. Catering a Specialty.

•

Fresh Domestic Baked Goods for sale daily.
Tables for ladies and

Gents.

8 W. Eighth Street

McKinley

1
Florida Prairie Lands
A
Rich, fertile soil witfi’clay sub-soil. No stumps to

^
^
three crops
year. Ample rainfall. Good markets. De- ^
winters!and pleasant summers. Land now selling £
$20.00 and $25.00 per ucre.
in or send for our £
dear, no

swamps

to

drain. Excellent for general farming,
Gmpe Fruit. Two mid

dairying,vegetables, Oranges or
a

lightful
for

Call

$36.90.

booklet. Excursion twice each month. IFare
trip,

John

H.

,
for

[round i

X

TorenjJAgent
Holland, Mich.

?

be the

s

The Wagner Club will run a special train to Allegan Feb. 15- The
train will leave j&lland about 6:30
p. m., returning about 11 o'clock*
The round trip will cost only 50c.

Birthday Sunday

men.
President Kollen of

college

to Allegan last Tuesday ta attend the funeral of his niece, Mrs.

G. H. Koopman. Mr. Kollen will
next June complete forty years of
official relation to

ing eighteen of

—

it

Hope

came

m

Advertising in the News pays. Try

a

1

!

I

1

M

not an experiment hs

marks which were made by Rev. Dr. Burchard at the now historic recep- pointed to South Haven where that
tion tendered to Mr. Blaine in New York City just before election day of city laid a street at a cost of 95
The assortment we
1884. Had Mr. Blaine been provided before the reception with a copy of cents per square yard. Muskegon
are offering in patDr. Burchard’s remarks he unquestionably would have stricken out the has some at 72 and 80 cents for total
terns and prices
phrase, “Rum, Romanism and Rebellion,”words that undoubtedly cost construction.According to City
deserve speMr. Blaine the election. Yet long before the Blaine- Burchard incident Engineer Naberhuia’sestimates a
cial attenoccurred William McKinley had adopted the rule of knowing beforehand street constructedon the principal
what was to be said to him and of him by his admirers and supporters suggested by the Tarvia representation
In fact, he put this rule into effect during his first campaign for Congress tive would cost complete $3.90 per
Furthermore, McKinley was probably as careful in the preparation of running foot and it would be a street
campaign speeches as was Roscoe Conkling, William H. Seward or Hora- that could withstand the heaviest
tio Seymour. Like those great campaigners, McKinley took the utmost traffic.
pains in the preparationof a political address. Indeed, he went even
The city engineer also' had anfarther than any of those men did, perhaps because he did far more gen other paving that looks good to the
eral campaigning .than any to them, frequently speaking wo and three News, that of concretethe same' as
times a day during an entire politicalcampaign.
our cross walks. He says that De19 W. 8th Street
Having thoroughly thought out the argument in support of the issues troit has 10 miles of concrete pavwhich he represented,McKinley labored assiduouly over reducing his ing and Ann Arbor at least 5 miles.
arguments
to writing. That task finally accomplished to his satisfaction, The streets are constructed the same
Meet your friends at Ottawa Counhe
then
carefully
divided what he had written into sections Sometimes as our cross walks only they are not
tv Fair. Auditorium.
a section would consist of two or three brief paragraphs.Sometimes it troweled but remains rough At
The Wagner Club will run a spe- would be long enough to consume fifteen or twenty minutes in delivery.
first these streets were constructed
cial train to Allegan Feb.
The Again it would come perilously near to embracing everything that had in large blocks but this did not work
train will leave Holland about G:30 been reduced to writing.
us then the paving was inclined to
p m., returning about 11 o'clock.
Never was a section arbitrarily given a certain length. Whenever crack, therefore smaller blocks are
The round trip will cost only 50c.
McKinley made a campaign tour of any importance lie carried with him a made with much better results. The
time table of his own making. Ibis showed the places where he was to only objection to the concrete paving
“Dry” counties have for the past
speak and the length of stay in each town. If the train schedule called was that they were unsightlyon actwo weeks been pretty well reprefor a one-minute stop at the next town, McKinley glanced over that porcount of the roughness and the col*
sented in Judge Hess’ court in
tion of his speech which could be delivered, and was prepared,in fact, for or,
but an ingenius contractor overGrand Rapids. This morning Frank
a one-minuteaddress If a five-minute stop was scheduled, then he
came this by using an old sprink*
Johnson of Holland, arrested by Pawould refresh his memory on the five minute section of his speech. A ling cart by mixing asphalt and
trolman Dan Powers on Pearl street,
fifteen-minute stop caused the fifteen-minute section to be brought forth; tarvia thoroughly, then the street was
was given suspended sentence. — G.
and where time permitted the entire speech would, of course, be delivered. gone over in the same way as does
R. News.
So skillful,however, was McKinley in varying his phraseology that he the street sprinkler making a smooth
One day last week there stood in never seemed to repeat himself. Practically every time he delivered the soft layer on top of the concrete, renthe yards of the Lake Shore railway five-minute section of his speech, for example, it would be clothed in a dering it practicallynoiseless and
company more than 100 carloads of new verbal dress. Yet the meaning of the section was always the same, dustless. The paving would cost
coal, most of which went during suc- and as clearly presented in one dress as another
between 80 and 90 cents per square
This, perhaps,was the most striking of the various tricks of cam- yard and would last forever.
ceeding days over the Pete Marquette road to Holland, Grand Ha- paigning that McKinley employed which led those who accompanied him
Wm. Van Eyck has been apven, and other points in that direc- on his campaigns to state with practical unanimity that McKinley was the pointed by Mayor Brusse to attend
most skilfulland economical user of his time, his voice and his mental and the convention having under advisetion. — Allegan Gazette.
physical strength of any campaigner they had ever accompanied.
ment the commission form of govRepresentativeStewart introduced
ernment. This conventionwill
in the house a resolutionfor a cons
meet ot Lansing, Jan. 31, for the
stitutionalamendment which will
purpose of making necessary chanremove the prohibitionagainst the
ges in the laws governing the comsheriffsof the state holding more
mission plan.
than two consecutive terms. The
Percy Ray who was largely the
resolution was introducedat the re
spokesman for the Central avenue
quest of Sheriff Hurley of Kent, who
propertyowners, wishes the street
aspires to a third term.
set aside as a boulevard and suggests that the council prohibit fdl
It is mighty mean to patronize a
heavy traffic on that street. Van
merchant who will trust you until
Eyck suggested that Percy pave it.
you get so far in debt to him that
with quarter sawed oak.
you are ashamed to see him and
Alderman Holkeboer was not
then go and spend your cash somepresent at last nights meeting. He,
where else where vdu couldn’t get
it is alleged, has not recuperated at)
credit; but there are people who do
yet from the Hyma spread.
it. The honorable way would be to
Mr. E. Vander Veon was up in
spend your cash with the merchant
arms against paving and Manus
who trusted you, even if you never
Boone says his income was not suffiexpect to square up the old account.
cient to pay for paving.
While Sheriff Andre has not as yet
officially announced his appointment
Increase of pay has been granted
of deputy sheriffsunder the new orto more than 1,000 Pere Marquette
der of things, it is expected that
engineers and fireman, the total
John Kleis and C< Dornboswillbe
amounting to $75,900 per year.
named as the Holland officers-A.
Freight engineers will get from
E. Bonner will be stationed at Coop $4.35 to $4.85 and passenger engiersville.No settlement has been
neers from $3.75 to $3-95 per 100
made as to the jail deputies, but it
miles run. The firemen get Horn $2
is reported that Frank B Salisbury,
to $2.30.
John Klaver and Martin Andre will

HARDIE,

Axminster Rugs, regular price
up price ........................... $14 75

1-6

$20.00, clean

will no

$2.00 to $10.00

$15 75

Clean up price .............

One

25

$18 75

Clean up price ...........

Two

1

;

9x12 Seamless Velvet Rugs, regular price $25.00
Clean up price .............

Two

75

9x12 Royal Wilton Seamless Rugs, regular price
$32.50, clean up price .....

with the council and see
what would be the best pavement to
put down. The findings of this
committee will be presentedat tha
next regular meeting of the council
when the Central Ave, property
holders will again be asked to meet
and make a final decision. They
to confer

Grocery
new

PiVtce

|

for 25c.

SALE
for

25c

Council

Hurry! Hurry!

To make room

m
•3
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speak to night at Price’s Rink, sub. Personality

A Clean=Up

-

Remember the time and place
The only event of the season— Ottawa County Fair.

its president;

Hope college, dar-

which be has been

and

it has

been

derful success for the school in
respects

“Lest

we Forget

—Allegan

Gazette.

1

"'ll

1

HOLLAND CITY NEWS

<v

tugs bauk, Wm. W\ hers was chosposed line will run east ut Burr ;i
en as president,D. Sytzema vie into the country north of B.-avn.
president, and Renjamin Neerken
dam and south as far as thi* plac<
cashier.
of M- Dalman. Representatives ol
Nick Boss, 62 years old, and a the Borculo Telepho ie Co. were
former resident of Grand Rapids, present at the meeting, which was
died Monday of inflammationol well attended. M. Dalman presidthe bowels while visting at the ed at the meeting and Geo Veldhome of his cousins, Mr. and Mrs. man acted as secretary. Worko"
Simon Boss, Jr , in this city. De- building the new line will comceased was born in the Nether- mence as soon as the weather will
lands and came to America several permit.
years ago. He is survived by four
Seventy members of fbecateche
brothers, John of Grand Rapids, tical class of the Christian ReformCornelius of Georgetown,Simon of ed church surprised their pastor.
Vriesland. and William of Los Rev. A. Keizer, at the parsonage

the taxpayerswould have to pay— it SALE OR MORTGAGE OF REAL
PATCHWORK AN ANCIENT ART
would be preferable to extend the time
/
for paying taxes, and give the people STATE OF MICHIGAN— The ProDecember and January within which
bate Court for the County of Ot- tt Had Its Origin Many Agaa Aga
to pay taxes without an added perbut Now la DlatinotlyAn Amar>
tawa.
centage, instead of as now only the
loan Institution.
At a session of said Court, held at
month of December, and recommend- the Probate Office in the City of
ed that the subject be referred to the Grand Haven, in said County, on the
The idea that patchwork had Its
Supervisorsand the City Attorne) 16th day of January, A. D. 1911.
origin in America If not founded on
for further consideration
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, fact. A thousand years before the
Adopted.
Judge of Probate.
Christian era a queen of Egypt went
Said Committee, to whom was reIn the matter of the estate of
Zeeland
down the Nila to her last resting
ferred the matter of investigating the
albert schoemaker,
place under a wonderful canopy of
commission form of government, reProf. Broene of the theological
Deceased.
ported having gathered some informaseminary in Grand Rapids, conJohn S. Bauman having filed in said skins that were dyed and pieced totion on the subject, but not sufficient court his petition,praying for license gether in a mosaic pattern.Tears b*
duct- d morning aud evening servidata to maxe an intelligent report, an
to sell the interest of said estate in fore this work had reached perfecUon
ces and Rev. Wm. Moerdyk the afthat the time of the Committee shoul
:ertai nreal estate therein described, and acquireda definite place among
ternoon service at the First Chrisbe extended for not less than two it is ordered that the
the arts. Then, too, patchwork quilts
months in which to consider the mattian Reformed church Sunday. Angeles, Cal. Funeral services
13th day of February,A. D. 1911,
were made in England in the Eightand as a token of their esteem they ter.
it ten o'clock in the forenoon, at said eenth century, as witness the lines
Rev. P. P. Cheff coaducted the En- were held yesterdayfrom the home
Adopted.
presented him with a fine cut, er.
orobate office, be and is hereby apglish service at the First Reformed and from the Reformed church at
Saul Committee requested an ex- pointed for hearing said petition, and written by Cowper to a Mrs. King
church Sunday evening. Services Vriesland, Rev. P. P. Cluff officitension of time of two weeks in which that all persons interested in said upon receipt of "A kind present of a
Coopersville
patchwork quilt of her own making.”
to report on the matter of disposal of
at the North street ChristianRe- ating.
estate appear before said court, at
Patchwork Is distinctlyan Ameriti
e
Series
"E”
Street
Improvement
Saturday was a day of accidenta
formed church were conducted by
•aid time and place, to show cause
Rev. G. De Jonge, pastor of the
batnK and in the matter of irregulari- why a license to sell the interest of can institution.In this big new counfor
John
Glynn.
In
the
first
only
a student of the Grand Rapids theReformed church at Vriesland,was
ties of a certain Justice of the Peace.
aid estate in said real estate should try, where woman’s work was never
a flying leap saved him from death
ological seminary.
Granted.
takec seriously ill with acute indidone, where even the few conveninot be granted.
The Committee on Claims and AcW. F. Taylor and Frank R gestion while visiting at the home or serious injury beneath a pile of
It is further ordered, that public no- ences of the day were lacking,women
Rogers, deputy state highway com- of Mr and Mrs. John Verhage, Sr. lumber, and the second en.led in counts reported having examined the tice thereof be given by publication had no time to spend on any but the
his being pulled out from under the following claims and recommended of a copy of this order, for three suc- practical things of life. The mothers
missicners,visited this city.
He is much improved at present.
payment for same:
essive weeks previous to said day of of this nation left behind them no
guard of apyinterurban car, sufferJacob Glerum has returned after
hearing, in the Holland City News, a wonderful historicalneedlework,like
Scarlet fever has broken out in ing with several severe bruises and W c-tern Union TelegraphCo.,
clock rent ................$
1.00 newspaper printed and circulated in
a weeks visit with friends in Le the family of
Nienhuis in cuts. The doctors say, however, Citizen.-,Telephone Co., rental
the Gobelin tapestriesof France and
145 -aid county.
Roy.
Drenthe ane also in a family at that h.- will likely recover The Sc(J,t'L,,R.frs Lu™ber Co.,
the beautiful laces of Italy. There
EDWARD P. KIRBY,
were all too few to attend to the spinboer dpine
A. Schipper of Grand Rapids is Vriesland.The houses are strictly events of the day were started in
.75
Judge of Probate.
ning and weaving and householddu15.31
A true copy:
visiting friends and relatives in this under quarantine.The school m the morning, when Glynn was haul- Hoard of Public Works, light.
ties in the homes where dwelt not
•city.
Drenthe was fumigated Monday on ing a load of lumber from Nunica Pity Treasurer, taxes* ........ 2,121.42 ORRIE SLUITER,
K Overweg. Clerk ...........33 33
only
the large family, but the hired
Register
of
Probate.
The consistory of the First Chris- account of the measles.
to Coopersville.The wagon got too ,-loern^e Kruisenga, Assisthelp as well. — Charlotte F. BoldtB. Lahuis of Blendon was in the close to a 12 foot ditch and every. L3"1 £,erk ................. 16,00
tian Reformed church has selected
mann In Woman's Home Companion.
Eczema, Ringworm
the following trio from whom the city Monday visiting friends and thing went in. Glynn
congregation will select a pastor to relatives.
tor his life and escaped injury 1C1 Schaftenaar. janitor ....... 5,00 Tetter, chapped hands or lips,
NOVEL FFIAUD ON A JEWELER
succeed Rev.
D. Van der
P. Wyngarden was in Grand Miraculously the horses were do m Mrs. G. Schaftenaar. cleaning
1.00 boils, sores and all skin diseases
Werp: Rev. Beets, Rev. Eckster Rapids Monday on business.
19.50 are quickly cured by th-i use of Dr.
paratively uninjured. Lata in the !,‘rst ‘S,a,c Hank- P°or orders
How a Clever French Swindler Ot>.
of Grand Rapids, and Rev. D. R.
Bali’s AntisepticSalve 25c a box
afternoon Glynn was attempting to 1
S Sta,e Bank* Poor orJ. \ erhev of Grand Rapids was
talned Jewels, Paying for Them
2 00
JDrukker of- Holland.
creamy snow
1200 at all dealers.
in the city Monday visiting friends round the Parker block corner, H. Steketee.' poor orders
With Tradesman'sOwn Money.
white ointment.
At the annual meeting of the and relatives.
known as the worst corner for
Isaac marsiiJK.
stockholders of the Star Furniture
A novel method of defrauding a Jew.
dents in the village, aud was there ^r?’3 & TmhoItl poor orRev. Wm. Moerdyk, pastor of
4.03
eler was successfullycarried out by a
Manufacturingcompany of this city
struck
by an east-bound Interurban ]\[Zy Olert.' pocr 'orders
Millions
of
Bottles
2X00
the Second Reformed church in
Parts thief. He drove up in a carriage
•the followiug directors of the board
car. The hind legs of one horse Peter Boot, poor orders ...... 1300
this city, lias received a call from
of Dr. Bali’s Pine-Tar-Honeyused to the Jeweler’s shop with his right
were elected: J. Elmbaas, Benj
were broken and Glynn was thrown Mrs J Baas. rent. ..
1.50
the Reformed church at Grand2 25 annually is good evidence that it is arm in a aling, and was ostentatiously
underneath the fender of the car. Holland Fuel Co., soal
Neerken, John Pyl, Egbert Boone’ ville.
4.50
• good remedy for LaGrippe, attended by a footman carrying a rug.
James Cook, Tamme Van den'
Mr Laubcngayer pulled him out MeusTrTk/ Ca, poor orThe last meeting of the serisf of and Drs. Coburn and Bayer dressed ders
coughs, colds, and all throat and He selected Jewels to the value of
Bosch, and P. Ver Lee. The an$1,000, and when the moment came for
24.00
the
farmers’
institutes
of
Ottawa
bronchial troubles. Look for the
his wounds. He suffered a deep John Kruisenga. poor orders,
nual report shows that thisyoung21.00
payment asked whether the Jeweler
BeO on the Bottle. Sold every- minded him sending his man home for
'est factory is in a flourishingcon- county was held Saturday. Aus- scalp wound and a bad cut over R(»,,an<l City State Bank, poor
5 50 where.
the money.
dition, having spent $96,000 for la- tin Fairbanksof Fillmore talked the left eye. The horse was shot. n0,r,derf r'.; ‘ V, ........ .• •:• ••
Holland City News, printing.
61 .25
on
“Shall
We
Stable
Our
Cows
No objection was made to this
bor and emplo)ing an average of
H. J. Klomparens.poor orders
20 50
in bummer?” and A. L. Hopkins,
course,
and then there was another re*
50 men.
Saugatuck
II Stud, labor .............. 24.60
qnest.
the state speaker of Bear Lake,
/'.anting, labor.
1400
At the annual meeting of the
Capt. Hamilton has received E Ucekman. labor ........... 26.40
"Would you mind writing for me?"
Mich., gave an address on. ‘‘How
said the customer. “I have hurt my
stockholders of the Wolverine Fur- Shall’ We Maintain the Fertility of word from the government that his H
tigers, labor
24X0
arm. Just write, ‘Please give Robert
den Hooren. labor.
200
niture company the following board Qur Soil and Bus.ness Methods on offer of $11400 for the steamer Wfcr- If \
Duttma. labor ..........
$1,000,’ and sign It ‘Henri.’
3 00
of directors were elected:D. \ran
rington
has
been
accepted
The
the Farm?” Abe De Kleine 0
J
Yar
Houw.
labor .......
Best in the World
4 00
The Jeweler wrote the note and In
Sytsema, S. Bouwens, J VeneklaJamestown spoke on “Test Asso- Warrington has been used as a J ' cr Hoef. team work ..... 68.66
UNION
15 minutes Robert was back with the
•sen, J. S. Van Valkenburg,G. Velight house tender and is now at H I’laggenhocf.team work..
MADE
ciation Work, Its Results,” and J.
16 42
cash.
ndklasen,P. De Spelder,and j. H.
5 49
Van De Luyster on "General Far- Buffalo. She is 150 feet long and J Knoll, team work .........
When the Jeweler went home a light
Boys’
L. Brandt, labor .............
De Free. Under the management ming, Its Mistakes.” G. Deur of 25 foot beam.
1 00
dawned.
Shoos
7.05
of. Percy Ray the company has had
"What,” his wife asked, “did you
Holland, presided. P. H. BrouwMrs. Jas. Honing an t sons Chas. Tyl«"vlln SXg'end.' supJ'werv successfulyear, selling over
want
that $1,000 for?"
and
Fred
left
the
for
yart
of
the
plies
er rendered selection on his bells,
1.10
The thieves had made the Jeweler,
Jloo ooo worth of furniture, most being accompaniedby Mrs. Brouw- week for Buffalo, N. Y., to spend R Mulder, poor orders ...... 7.5(1
whose name was Henri, pay for the
of which was sent to the Pacific er. The county roundup will be the remainder of the winter with her Boss Bolhuis, lumber ........ 26 51
gems with his own money.
H.
A.
Naberhuis, engineer...
50.00
ruit Color Eytleti Used
coast. The company spent nearly held at Coopersvilleon January 31 parents.
Consumers Ice & Fuel Co.,
w. L Douglas shoes are the lowest
It is now up to the telephone subcoal ......................
f40,oooforlaborduriogi9i0,em- and February 1. The following
2.25
Blshop'a Busy Day.
price, quality considered,in the world.
Jp oying an average of 75
state speakers will make addresses: scriber to save 1 1 a quarter if he Scott- Ungers Lumber Co..
Discardinghis horse and buggy
Their excellent style, easy fitting and
lumber
...................
3005
/At a meeting of the Zeeland Fur- A. B. Cook of Owosso, Paul Rose wishes by paying his telephone bill
long wearing qualities excel those of
Bishop Abram Herr of New Danville,
Van Dyke & Sprietsma, hardniture Manufacturing company the of South Frankfort,Prof. J. F on receipt of statement. One unother makes. If you have been paying
ware .....................
Lancaster county, found it necessary
1.02
high prices for your shoes, the next tim»
lollowing officers were elected for Baker of the Agricultural college, familiar with collections might find Blom's Express, freight and
to procure the service of an autoyou need a pair give W. L Douglas shoes
the ensuing year; G. Van Tonge Mrs. J. E. Creyts of Lansing,
it hard to realize that tt takes 7 per cartage
16.51
mobile in order to marry five pairs
a trial. You can save money on your
fen, president; R. De Bruyn, vice F. Taylor and Frank F. Rogers, cent of the income of the line to F \ Jonknian. superintendwho
lived in differentsections of the
footwear and get shoes that are just as
ent and extra labor .......
53 35
president; C. Van Loo, secretary deputy state highway commis- collect the dues of the company,
good in every way as those that have county, according to a correspondent
B Slagh. materialand supof the Philadelphia Record. Bishop
and treasurer;Benj. C. Van Loo, jsioner.
been costing you higher prices.
but those are the figures.
plies
6 OX
If you could visit our large factories
(general manager. The following
Wm. Ver Meulcn, labor ..... 51.50 at Brockton, Mass., and see for yourself Herr it a minister of the Mennonlte
faith, and the weddings were so
directorswere also elected; G. Van
J Arnoldink.labor
12 00
Vriesland
Hamilton
how carefully W. L Douglas shoes are scheduled that he scarcelyhad the
j
I
Keppels
Sons,
stucco
and
Tongeren, R. De Bruyn, C. Van
made, you would then understand why
time to eat a morsel of food at tho
The state farmers’ institutewas
Prof, and Mrs. P. H. Brower, as4.10 they hold their shape, fit better and
Loo, Benj. C. Van Loo, A. Lahuis,
big feasts that always follow a coun*
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the nearby corral ehowed pulTe^ I
Ited to a level smoothness by the
hoofs of the sheep. Everywhere was
carelessly distributed the parapher-

PASSING of

EAGLE

"BLACK.
By O.

nalia of the place— ropes, bridles, saddles, sheep pelts, wool sacks, feed
troughs and camp litter. The barrel
of drinkingwater stood in the end
of the two-horse wagon near the door.
The harness was piled, promiscuous,

HENRY

upon the wagon tongue, soaking up
the dew.
{Copyright by Altaic* Uagatlia Co.)

OR some month* of a certain year a grim bandit
Infested the Texas border

along the Rio Qrande.
Peculiarly striking to the
optic nerve was this no-

torious marauder. His
personality secured him
the title of "Black Eagle, the Terror
of the Border." Many fearsome tales
are of record concerning-,the doings
of him and his followers.Suddenly,
in the space of a single minute, Black

Eagle vanished from earth. He was
never heard of again. His own band
never even guessed the mystery of
bis disappearance.
border
ranches and settlementsfeared he
would come again to ride and ravage
the mesqulte flats. He never will.
It Is to disclose the fate of Black

The

Eagle that this narrative Is published.
The Initial movement of the story

Chicken slipped to earth, and tied
of empties. In one of the cattle cars, the horse to a tree. He halloed again
half burled In straw, Chicken lay at and again, but the house remained
ease. Beside him in his nest was a quiet. The door stood open, and he
quart bottle of very poor whisky and entered cautiously.The light was
a paper bag of bread and cheese. Mr. sufficient for him to see that no one
Ruggles,in his private car, was on was at home. He struck a match and
lighted a lamp that stood on a table.
his trip south for the winter season.
For a week that car was trundled The room was that of a bachelor
southward, shifted, laid over, and ranchman who was content with the
manipulatedafter the manner of roll- necessaries of life. Chicken rummaged
ing stock, but Chicken stuck to It, Intelligentlyuntil he found what he
leaving it only at necessary times to had hardly dared hope for— a small,
brown Jug that still contained
satisfy his hunger and thirst.
------ aome_
knew It must go down to the cattle ,h nR near a Quart of his desire,
country, and San Antonio, in the heart
an hour later. Chicken — now
of It, was his goal. There the air
of hostile aspect — emerged
was salubrious and mild; the
,fl° house with unsteady steps.
Indulgent and long-suffering The bar^a(1 drawn upon the absent ranchtenders there would not kick him. If man s eQuiPment to replace his own
he should eat too long or too often ragged attire. He wore a suit of
at one place they would swear at him coarse brown ducking, the coat being
as If by rote and without heat. . They a sort of rakish bolero. Jaunty to a
swore so dra,wllngly, and they rarely degree. Boots he had donned, and
paused short of their full vocabulary, Bpurs that whirred with every lurchwhich was copious, so that Chicken ing step. Buckled around him was a
had often gulped a good meal during belt full of cartridges wit' a big sixthe process of the vituperative pro- shooter In each of Its two holsters.
Prowling about, he found blankets,
hibition. The season there was always springlike;the plazas were a saddle and bridle with which he
pleasant at night, with music and caparisoned his steed. Again mount-

He
'a

people

[

Is furnishedby the foot of a bartender In St. Louis. His discerning
eye fell upon the form of Chicken
Ruggles as he pecked with avidity at
the free lunch. Chicken was a "hobo."
He had a long nose like the bill of
a fowl, an taordinateappetite for
poultry, and a habit of gratifying It gayety; exceut during the slight and
without expense, which accounts for Infrequently cold maps ofte could
the name given him by his fellow sleep comfortably out of doors In case
the Interiors should develop Inhosplvagrants.
Physicians agree that the partaking

of liquids at meal times Is not a
healthy practice. The hygiene of the
•aloon promulgates the opposite.
Chicken had neglected to purchase a
drink to accompany the meal. The
bartender rounded the counter, caught
the Injudiciousdiner by the ear with
a lemon squeezer, led hlnj to the door
and kicked him Into the street.
Thus the mind of Chicken was
brought to realize the signs of coming
winter. The night was cold; the stars
•hone with unkindly brilliance;people
were hurrying along the streets In
two egotistic, Jostling streams. Men
had donned their overcoats, and
Chicken knew to an exact percentage
the 'Increased difficulty of coaxing
dimes from those buttoned-lnvest
pockets. The time had come for his
annual exodus to the south.
A little boy, five or six years old,
stood looking with covetous eyes In a
confectioner's window. In one small
hand he held an empty two-ounce vial;

In the other he grasped something
flat and round, with a shining milled
edge. The scene presented a field of
operations commensurate to Chicken’s
talents and daring. After sweeping
the horizon to make sure that no official tug was cruising by, he Insidiously accostedhis prey. The boy,

4»raaUtln( aapect A beak like nose
wlth a predatory curve projected
above a mass of bristling, blue-black
whiskers. His eye was cavernous
and fierce He was spurred,sorabreroed, booted, garnished with revolvers, abundantly drunk and very
much unafraid. Few people In the
country drained by the Rio Bravo
would have cared thus to Invade,
alone, the camp of Bud King. But
this fell bird swooped fearlesslyupon
them ^nd demanded to be fed.

clature, first called him The Black
Eagle, and used to frighten the babies
by threatening them with tales of the
dreadful robber who carried off little
children In his great beak. Boon the
name extended, and Black Eagle, the
Terror of the Border, became a recognized factor In exaggeratednewspaper reports and ranch gossip.
The country from the Nueces to the

Rio Grande was a wild but fertile
stretch, given over to the sheep and
cattle ranches. Range law was main'"'y * letter, >nd the pirates met with
not limited. Even If your enemy pass little oppositionuntil the flaunting
your way you must feed him before
and garish Piggy gave the band unyou shoot him. You must empty your
due advertisement.Then McKinney’s
larder into him before ^ou empty
ranger company headed for those preyour lead. So, the strangerof un- cincts. and Bud King knew that It
declaredintentions was set down to meant grim and sudden war or else
a mighty feast.
temporary retirement.Regardingthe
A talkative bird he was. full of risk to be unnecessary,he drew off
most marvelous loud tales and ex- his band to an almost Inaccessible
ploits. and speaking a language at
spot on the bank of the Frio. Wheretimes obscure but never colorless. fore. as has been said, dissatisfacHe was a new sensation to Bud tion arose among the members, and
King's men. who rarely encountered
Impeachment proceedings against Bud
new types They hung, delighted, were premeditated, with Black Eagle
upon his vainglorious boasting, the In high favor for the succession. Bud
spicy strangeness of his lingo, his conKing was not unaware of the sentitemptuous familiarity with life, the ment, and he called aside Cactus
world and remote places, and the ex- Taylor, his trusted lieutenant,to distravagant frankness with which he cuss It.
conveyed his sentiments.
"If the boys," said Bud, "ain’t satTo their guest the band of outlaws isfied with me. I'm willin’ to step
seemed to be nothing more than a out. They're buckin’ against my way
congregation of country bumpkins of handlin' ’em. And 'speciallybewhom he was “stringing for grub" cause I concludes to hit the brush
Just as he would have told his stories
while Sam Kinney Is ridln' the line.
at the back door of a farmhouse to
I saves 'em from bein' shot or sent
wheedle a meal And, Indeed, his up on a state contract, and they up
ignorance was not without excuse, for and says I'm no good."
the "bad man" of the southwestdoes
"It ain't so much that," explained

C°^

tallty.

m
•

*

dess bushes and briers, and gottii*
first dat a brewary couldn't put ouC
and missin’ meals! Bay! You know
what I'd do If I was main finger of dim

bunch? I'd stick up a train. I’d blow
de express car and make hard dollar**
where you guys gets wind.”
Later on, a deputationwaited oat.
Bud. They stood on one leg, chewed
mesqulte twigs and clrcumlocuted, for1
they hated to hurt his feelings. Bud
foresaw their business, and made It

easy for

them. Bigger risks and

larger profits was what they wanted.

The suggestionof Piggy’s abont
holding up a train had fired their
Imaginationand increased their admiration for the dash and boldnesi ot
the Instigator. They were such slnir
pie. artless and custom-bound bushrangers that they had never befor*
thought of extendingtheir habits beyond the running off of live stock and
the shooting of such of their acquaintances as ventured to interfere.
Bud acted "on the level," agreeing

to take a subordinateplace In the
gang until Black Eagle should have’,
been given a trial as leader.
After a great deal of consultation*
studying of timetables and discussion
of the country's topography, the timeand place for carrying out their new
enterprise was decided upon. At that
time there was a feedstuff famine ittMexlco and a cattle famine in certain.
parts of the United States, and tharw
was a brisk Internationaltrade. Muclx
money was being shipped along th»
railroads that connected the two republics. It was agreed that the most
promisingplace for the contemplated
robbery -m-as at Esplna, a Uttle station on the I. & G. N., about fortF
miles north of Laredo. The train
stopped there one minute; the coun»~
try around was wild and unsettled*
the station consisted of but one housw
in which the agent Uved.
Black Eagle’s band set out, riding:
by night. Attiring In the vicinityoC
Esplna they rested their horses alfc
day In a thicket a few miles distant^

At Texarkana the car was switched
to the I. & G. N. Then still southward It trailed until, at length, it
crawled across the Colorado bridge
at Austin, and lined out, straight as
an arrow, for the run to San Antonio
When the freight halted at that
town Chicken was fast asleep. In ten
minutes It was off again for Laredo,

The train was due at Bsplna at:
10:30 p. m. They could rob the tralni
and be well over the Mexloan border •
with their booty by d&yllght the next
morning.

.

the end of the road. Those empty
cattle cars were for distributionalong
the line at points from which the
ranches shipped their stock.
When Chicken awoke his car was
stationary. Looking out between the
slats he saw It was a bright,moonlit
night. • Scrambling out, he saw his
car with three others abandoned on
a little siding In a wild and lonesome
country. A cattle pen and chute
stood on one side of the track. The
railroad bisected a vast, dim ocean
of prairie, In the midst of which

To do Black Eagle Justice,he es- •
hiblted no signs of flinchingfrom thw
responsible honors that had been conferred upon him.
>

He assigned his men to their respective posts with discretion, and
coached them carefully as to their
duties. On each side of the trade
four of the band werq to lie concealed
In the chaparral. .Gotch-EarRodgera
was to stick up tbi' station agent.
Broncho Charlie* was to remain with
the horses, holding them In readiness.
At a spot where It was calculated th»v
engine would be when the train
stopped, Bud King was to lie bidden
on one side, and Black Eagle himself,
on the other. The two would get tha
drop on tho engineer and firemen*
force them to descend and proceed

.

•

Chicken, with his futile rollingstock,

was as completelystranded as was
Robinson Crusoe with his land-locked
boat.

A white post stood near the rails.
Going up to It, Chicken read the letters at the top, 8. A. 90. Laredo was
nearly as far to the south. He was
almost a hundred miles from any
having been early taught by his house- town. Coyotes began to yelp In the
hold to regard altruistic advances mysterious sea around him. Chicken
with extreme suspicion, received the felt lonesome. He had lived in Bosovertures coldly.
ton without an education, in Chicago
Then Chicken knew that he must without nerve, In Philadelphia withmake one of those desperate, nerve- out a sleeping place, In New York
shatteringplunges into speculation without a pull, and in Pittsburg sober,
that fortune sometimes requires of and yet he had never felt so lonely
those who would win her favor. Five as now
cents was his capital, and this he
Suddenly through the Intense si
must risk against the chance of winlence, he heard the whicker of
ning what lay within the close grasp
horse. The sound came from the side
of the youngster’s chubby hand. It
of the track toward the east, and
was a fearful lottery, Chicken knew.
Chicken began to explore timorously
But he must accomplishhis end by
In that direction. He stepped high
strategy, since he had a wholesome
along the mat of curly mesqulte grass,
terror of plundering infants by force.
for he was afraid of everything there
Once, In a park, driven by hunger,
might be In this wilderness— snakes
he had committedan onslaught upon a
rats, brigands, centipedes,mirages
bottle of peptonized Infant’s food In
cowboys, fandangoes,tarantulas, tathe possession of an occupant of a
males — he had read of them In the
baby carriage. The outraged Infant
story papers. Rounding a clump of
had so promptly opened its mouth
prickly pear that reared high Its fanand pressed the button that communitastic and menacing array of rounded
cated with the welkin that help arbeads, he was struck to shivering 'ir
rived, and Chicken (Jld his "thirty
ror by a snort and a thunderous
days and" In a snug coop. Wherefore
plunge, as the horse, himself startled
he was, as he said, “leary of kids."
bounded away some fifty yards, and
Beginning artfully to questionthe then resumed his grazing. But here
boy concerninghis choice of sweet*,
was the one thing In the desert that
he graduallydrew out the Informa- Chicken did not fear. He had been
tion he wanted. Mamma said he was
reared on a farm; he bad handled
to ask the drug store for ten cents’
horses, understood them, and could Ing. he rode swiftly away, singing a
worth of paregoric in the bottle; he ride.
loud and tuneless song.
was to keep his hand shut tight over
Approaching slowly and speaking
the dollar; he must not stop to talk
Bud King's band of desperadoes,
soothingly, he followed the animal
to anyone In the street; he must ask
which, after Its first flight, seemed outlaws and horse and cattle thieves
the drug store man to wrap up the
gentle enough, and secured the end were In camp at a secludedspot on
change and put In the pocket of his
of the twenty-foot lariat that dragged the bank of the Frio. Their depredatrousers.Indeed, they had pockets—
after him in the grass. It required tions in the Rio Grande country, while
two of them! And he liked chocolate
him but a few moments to contrive no bolder than usual, had been adcreams best.
th- rope into an ingenious nose-bridle, vertised more extensively, and CapChicken went Into the store and after the style of the Mexican borsal tain Kinney's company of rangers had
turned plunger. He invested his en- In another he was upon the horse's been ordered down to look after them.
tire capital In C. A. N. D. Y. stocks.
back and off at a splendid lope, giv- Consequently.Bud King, who was a
Imply to pave the way to the greater ing the animal free choice of direc- wise general. Instead of cutting out
risk following.
tion. “He will take me somewhere." a hot trail for the upholdersof the
He gave the sweets to the young- said Chicken to himself.
law, as his men wished to do. retired
ster, and had the satisfactionof perIt would have been a thing of Joy, for the time to the prickly fastnesses
ceiving that confidencewas estab- that untrammeledgallop over ths of the Frio valley.
lished. After that it was easy to ob- moonlit prairie, even to Chicken, who
Though the move was a prudent
tain leadership of the expedition; to loathed exertion, but that his mood one. and not Incompatible with Bud's
take the investmentby the hand and
well-knowncourage. It raised dissenwas not for it. His head ached;
lead It to a nice drug store he knew growing thirst was upon him; the sion among the members of the band.
of in the same block. There Chicken, ‘’somewhere" whither his lucky mount In fact, while they thus lay ingloriwith a parental air, passed over the Wight convey him was full of dismal ously perdu in the brush, the question
dollar and called for the medicine, leradventure.
of Bud King’s fitness for the leaderwhile the boy crunched his candy,
And now he noted that the horse ship was argued, with closed doors,
glad to be relieved of the responsi- moved to a definite goal. Where the as It were, by his followers.Never
bility of the purchase. And then the
ttralrle lay smooth he kept his course before bad Bud’s skill or efficiency
successful investor,searching his straight as an arrow’s toward the been brought to criticism; but his
pockets, found an overcoat button—
wst. Deflected by hill or arroyo or glory was waning (and such Is glory’s
the extent of his winter trousseau— Impracticable spinous brakes, he fate) In the light of a newer star.
and, wrapping it carefully,placed the
quickly flowed again into the current, Tbe sentimentof the band was crysostensible change In the pocket of
charted by his unerringinstinct. At tallizing into the opinion that Black
confiding Juvenility.Setting the last, upon the side of a gentle rise, Eagle could lead them with more lusyoungster’s face homeward, and pat
he suddenly subsided to a complacent ter, profit and distinction.
ting him benevolently on the back, walk. 'A stone’s cast away stood a
This Black Eagle— sub-titledths
—for Chicken's heart was as soft as
Uttle mott of coma trees; beneath it ‘Terror of the Border*'— had been a
those of his featherednamesakes—
a Jacal such as the Mexicans ereef- member of the gang about three
the speculator quit the market with a
g one-room house of upright poles months.
profit of 1,700 per cent on his InOn. night, whll, they were In camp
daubed with clay and roofed with
vested capital.
f™a or tule reeds. An experienced
Two hours later an Iren Mountain aye would have estimatedthe spot
freight engine pulled out of the rail*
a* the headquarters of a small sheep
road yards, Texas bound, with a string
was of a portentousand
,tM4
ranch, m the moonlight the ground ntwcomtr

____

;

^

a
•

•

eulations,Instead of stopping between w
him and Bud King’s place of concealment, passed fully forty yards farthest
before It came to a stand.

The bandit leader rose to his feet*
and peered around tbe bush. HI*)

BLACK EAGLE AND HIS BAND.

men all lay quiet, awaiting tbe signal
Immediatelyopposite Black Eagle wa|
a thing that drew his attention. In.
stead of being a regular passenger
i<

not run to extremes. Those brigands
might Justly have been taken for a
little party of peaceablerustics assembled for a fish fry or pecan gathering. Gentle of manner, slouching of
gait, soft-voiced,unplcturesquely
clothed; not one of them presented
to the eye any witness of the desperate deeds they had earned.
For two days the glittering stranger
within the camp was feasted.Then,
by common consent, ho was Invited
to become a member of the band. He

Cactus, "as It Is they’re plum locoed
about Piggy. They want them whiskers and that nose of Ills to spilt the
wind at the head of the column."

"There's somethin’ mighty seldom
about Piggy," declared Bud, musingly.
"I never yet see anything on the hoof
that he exactly grades up with. He
can shore holler a plenty, uud ho
straddles a boss from where you laid
the chunk. But he ain't never been
smoked yet. You know, Cactus, we
ain't had a row since he's been with

consented, presenting for enrollment us. Piggy's all right for skearln’ the
"Captain greaser kids and layln' waste a crossMontressor."This name was Immedi- roads store. I reckon he’s the finest
ately overruled by the band, and canned oyster buccaneer and cheese
"Piggy” substituted as a compliment pirate that ever was, but how's his
to tbe awful and insatiateappetite of appetite for flghtin’TI’ve knowed
Its owner.
some citizensyou'd think was starvThus did the Texas border receive in’ for trouble get a bad dose of dysthe most spectacularbrigand that pepsy the first dose of lead they had
ever rode its chaparral.
to take.”
For the next three months Bud King
"He talks all spraddledout,” said
conductedbusiness as usual, escaping Cactus, " ’bout tbe rookuses he's been
encounters with law officers and being
In. He claims to have saw the elecontent wlfh reasonable profits. The
phant and hearn the ottl."
band ran off some very good com"I know," replied Bud, using the
panies of horses from the ranges, and
cow-puncher’sexpressivephrase of
a few bunches of fine cattle,which skepticism, "but it sounds to me!”
they got safely across the Rio Grande
This conversation was held one
and disposed of to fair advantage. night in camp while tbe other memOften the band would ride Into the
, , bo*8 of the ^and— eight In number-.
little villagesand

the prodigious name of

„

.

Mexican

settle-

1

were sprawlingaround the

fire,

ments, terrorizingthe Inhabitants and

AShlm“^no«

__ _

4MU1

•

to the rear. Then the express car
would be looted,and the esc*
No one was to move until Bla
gave the signal by firing his
The ulan was perfect.
At ten minutes to train time,
man was at his post, effi
cealed by the thick cha;
grew almost to the rails,
was dark and lowering. w»th a', .finedrizzle falling from the flying gulf:
clouds. Black Eagle crouched behind!
a bush within five yards of the track.
Two six-shooters were belted sroundf
him Occasionallyhe drew a large’
black bottle from his pocket andL:
raised It to his mouth.
A star appeared far down tbe trade
which soon waxed into the headlight
of the approachingtrain. It came ooi
with an increasing roar; the engln*
bore down upon the ambushing desperadoes with a glare and a shriek
like some avenging monster come to
deliver them to Justice. Black Eagla
flattened himself upon the ground.
The engine, contrary to their cal*

HVM

_

Ht

*

Un-

^

qalloplq’ t’rough

was a mixed one. Before
him stood a box car, the door of
train It

-

which, by some means, had been left
slightly open. Black Eagle went ug
to It and pushed the door farthei
open. An odpr came forth— a damp^
rancid, familiar, musty, Intoxicating,
beloved odor, stirringstrongly at old
nu-morlcs of happy days and travels
Black Eagle sniffed at the witching
smell as the returned wanderer smells
of the rose that twines bis boyhood’s
cottage home Nostalgiaseized him.
He put his hand inside. Excelsior—
dry. springy, curly, soft, enticing,cow

cred the floor. Outsido tho driztlt
had turned to a chillingrain.
The train bell clanged. The bandit
chief unbuckled his belt and cast lt<
with Its revolvers, upon th© ground
Hla spurs followedquickly, and his
broad sombrero. Black Eagle
moulting. Tho train started with ft.
rattling Jerk. Tho ex-Terrorof the
Border scrambled Into the box can-,
and closed the door. Stretched lux- r
uriously upon the excelsior,with the.*
black bottle clasped closely to hi* .)
’breast, his eyes closed, and a foolish..

I

;

.

m*

,

inappy smile
upon his
his terrible
terriblefeatures,
smile upon
;rh,ck«n Ruggles started upon his re J
turn
trip.
‘

pulled out from Esplna..
its speeft/
t0 attack'As 11,6
tra,n "
Increased, and the black masses oftpK
’

chaparral

went whizzing nan orj

either side, the express me^enger,
lighting his pipe, looked thr-gh hla:*
window and remarked,feelingly:

“Wba^ » Jim-dandyplace for a

d
vT

— Jtl'"'

£

j
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NEWS

Sunday baseball vs. Sunday school; When it became time for her to leave children'born after the date of th*
increase's only apparent when grayling, landlocked salmon and black
bass. Tlhis would repeal many local this is the situation,and baseball is the rig and take her way home, she judgment, will be divided equally,,
the mortality among reterans is 36,- acts.
making gerat inroads on the school alleges the assault was committed and making a second per capita of $1.74.
without question. This is the state- in her testimony it was shown that The total per capita to be paid to the
000 a year. The argument that penMTJUU UOf. « WHKLAN. PVBL1SB1IS
Considerable amendment to the ment of Fred Washburn of Benton Koeningberg’sintention was the more adult members of the tribe is $21.16.
sions must be slighted because there game laws of the state are proposed
Harbor, superintendentof the state serious crime. The jury, however, The Ottawa and Chippewa Indiana
Boot ft Kramer Bldg.. 8th street. Holland.Mich
are so many veterans,is unworthy. and State Game and Forest Warden rural depatrmentof the Sunday School held that the intention was not shown
of Michigan, represented by the treaty
Charles S. Pierce held a conference
in a talk before the Mus- without a reasonable doubt.
Who in our city would not be glad with several members of the house association,
of July 31, 1855, as Entitledto share in
Terms tl.W per year with a discount of 50c to
kegon county Sunday school convenKoeningberg appeared for sentence
the awards and other funds mentioned,
those paying In advance.Rates of Advertising to see John Kramer, Ben Van Raal- and senate to get clear views on the tion. "One of the saddest things in and the court gave him a severe talk.
needed legislation. It is likely the new the countrj\js Sunday baseball games When asked if he had anything to say were made up of five bands, Sault Ste.
made known upon application.
te, Billy Baumgartel, John Zwemer,
gamelaw bill will be introduced in the that are played by our young men who why sentence should not be passed Marie, Mackinac, Little Traverse,
Dar Huff, and so many others of our house by Representative Amerson of used to be in Sunday school.”
upon him the Holland man merely Grand Traverse and Grand river. The
Chippewa,known as Black river, Swan
Entered as second-class matter at the post
Antrim, who has already introduced
irotestedhis innocence. Judge Padgoffice at Holland, Michigan, under the act ol staunch boys in blue, well provided a bill providingfor the repeal of the
Alderman "Hinky Dink” Kenna lam informed him that he had had a creek and Saginaw bands, were not
parties to the award and are no$ enCongress March, 1807.
for, at least to such an extent, that la wwhich makes the hunter shooting and the denizens of Chicago’sChina- fair trial, the jury had found him guilty
another guilty of manslaughter.town are alarmed over the news that and the court was inclined to believe titledto share in the payments now
the evening of their life is not filled
Amont* other changes proposed are real estate progress has turned in their the jury. The judge also remarked being made.
with
financial
worries?
Who
in
this
t..e following:
direction,and that the famous resorts, that Koeningberg was very lucky that
Sunday Rest Movement.
THE SUNDAY POSTOFFICE.
Extend the season in which deer known all over the world, will soon he had not been convicted of the main
town
would
give
a
desenting
vote?
There are two sides to every quesHolland will have its post office
may be killed. 15 days, the season to be wiped out. “Hinky Dink’s” saloon charge.
at Clark and Van Buren is to be the
Roy Corbett of olland, who pleaded tion and there is a division of opinion
closed on Sunday. This is the de- They love such men in other cities, open Oct. 15 and close Nov. 15.
Limit the number of deer that may first sacrificeto the onward growth. guilty to the charge of furnishing as to whether the postoffice here
towns and country sides too. These
cision of the powers that be at
be legallykilled bv a single hunter to The property has been let under a liquor to minors at the opening of the should or should not be closed on
localities also have their Geo. Nash’s, one. tl is argued that if the hunter 198 years’ leace and a modern office term, also appeared for sentence and Sunday. It is urged that keeping the
Washington.
could shoot but one deer and had a building is to be located there.
he was given a sentence of sixty-five postoffice open is quite as much a
Reports from all parts of the P. H. McBride’s, Marinos Mulder’s, longer time in which to do it there
days in the Detroit House of Correc- work of necessity and convenienceas
is the running of the street cars. On
Wilterdinks It
a —ould be fewer persons in the woods
SPORTS.
tion as his punishment. Corbett took
country indicate the steady and
the other hand, the following, which
at one time. This it is believed would
The
Grand
Rapids
Central High his sentence calmly without any show
rapid growth of public sentiment tremendous war with dangers andj|essen the number of hunting acci- five defeated the Holland
we quote from the Woman’s National
High of emotion.
Daily, is in favor of the closing moveschool boys basket ball team by a
for the Sunday closing of post offi- difficulties to correspond,and a ter- dents
ment:
score of 30 to 17 in Price’s rink last
MARRIED IN HOLLAND.
ces, seemingly stimulated by the rible casualty record. Congress
"The movement on the part of
Friday evening. The Holland boys
The marriage of John F. Van clerks and carriers to have the postsignal success of the pioneer move- always taken a broad view of volun- the bird season the same as the deer were outclassed but put up a game
Anrooy, register of deeds, of Ottawa office closed on Sunday is entitled to
fight throughoutthe entire game.
ment in Holland, Kalamazoo, De- teer pensions from the time it
SPring
and Mrs. A. G. Manting took most considerable attention. The
Many fouls were called during the county,
place in Holland Friday.
with
the
veterans
of
the
revolution,)
Itis
argued
the
birds
need
fully
as
principle of a Sunday cessation from
troit, Grand Rapids, and other
game, 34 being the visitors’share.
Mr. Van Anrooy. who was elected labor, with its opportunityfor church
In
the
preliminary
game
the
Senior
places. Why, seemingly “all of a including all frotn the privates
a county office rat the November elec- attendance or other way to spend the
girls defeated the Junior girls by one
tion, has made his home in Grand time in recuperatingboth mind and
sudden,” has risen this demand for the officers who, in 1828, were voted them from Oct. 15 to Nov. 30, coinci- score.
Haven since the first of the year. He
Next Friday evening the High purchased the handsome Howe resi- body for the toil of the coming week,
with the deer season and at no
Sunday closing, not only by the the pay of captain during the remainis one which should be as universally
School girls’ team will play the
post office employes who are bene, der of life. The concurrence of the Limit the number of partridge that girls’ team representingthe Lowell dence on Lake avenue, and is making appiled as possible.The postal emhis home there. The bride is a well ploye has his fights in the matter the
High school in Price’s rink.
fited, but likewise by the general Senate in the bill just passed the ^O^or^r^priV'l^te
omsWe11"!?
known Holland resident,the widow of same as other workers.
the late Dr. A. G. Manting of Graafpublic which is to a considerable House by a great majority is not in is believed such an act would make it
The Zeeland Olympic club basket schap, who was one of the most pro- “The general benefit that comes to
unprofitable for the hunter to make hall team tied the Muskegon High
society from Sabbath observance, or
extent discommoded thereby? The
trips down from the woods every week basket hall team in the game at Mus- minent physicians of southern Ottawa. cessationfrom labor, would be as
answer is: “Becanse the time is
kegon last Friday, the score being ZEELAND AFTER PERE MAR- much promoted by Sunday closing of
A boy committed suicide
g°
any other place where men and
26 to 26. The game was awarded
ripe for it.”
QUETTE.
women work. Considered from that
he was compelled to give up school- ! Permit the killingof quail only un- to the Zeeland team because the
This general early and Sunday
There has bene considerably lacking point of view only, the postoffice
Muskegon team refused to play off
It is not feared that there will be
license making
the tie. This is the fifth straight ‘n the manner in which the Pere Mar- should be closed.
dosing of stores and shops, togeth.
quette Railway company has been
"But the accommodationof the
many cases in Holland of this sort, ever yman who shoots deer or birds victory for the Zeeland team.
er with the shortening of the workhandling Zeeland mails the past sev- public must also be considered.The
pay to the state for the expenses of
Grand Rapids will have its Lin- the8ame warden’s department a liThe John Calvin College team de- eral months. It appears that but few postoffice is a public institution for
day in practically all vocations and
.
, cense fee of 1.
feated the Zeeland High school team Pere Marquette trains stop at that the service of the people. Is it necesthe general suspension of Sunday coin banquet within another week
in basket ball last Friday. The score station, which necessitates the hand- sary that it perform service on Sunling of mails on the fast trains with day? It is safe to say that ninetyGENERAL ITEMS.
railway trains, makes the open Sun- followed by some more convention
was 23 to 21.
the result that several times recently nine of every hundred persons who go
day post office an anomaly out of hall
New sleeping cars are being fur The Hope College basket ball team the mail pouch was missed by the for their mail on Sunday might just
harmony with up-to-dateindustrial
nished by the Pullman company for defeated the Mt. Pleasant Normals in flyer, being knocked from the crane as well wait until the next day. No
That Seth Nibbehnk is a democrat the Grand Rapids and New York serv- one of the cleanest games ever wit- and thrown under the wheels where real, imperativebusinessreason exand social conditions.Irrespective
the pouch and the mail was ground to ists, except at occasionalintervals,
i. noticable from the fact that he
th' ‘'Wolverine” of the Michi- nessed on the local court by a score
gan Central. The cars are ofthe latest of 55 to 29. Hope’s team work was pieces. The businessmen have tol- why business men should have their
lol any religiousobligation to obhas 23 emblems of his party in the type Pullman manufacture, electric perfect and the basket shooters erated this kind of service as long as mai Ion Sunday. It is in most cases
serve any particular day, the world
simply would be denied. Coach De they are able to endure it, so a meet- only an imaginary need by those wholivery all from Champ Clark's state
^r"hlcatfn0g0”
is a practicalunit in asserting the
Kruif refereed the entire game and ing was called Monday evening at the have not yet learned the needlessness
and they have got to be
that steam can be used only on one the visitors oressed their opinion citv hall to make their protest. By a and unwisdom of Sunday work in
moral and economic necessity of
side of a car or only in one section if that De Kruif is one of the most com- vote of the meeting the common coun- their offices.
"It would be a blessing to thouone day’s rest in seven— and the in
With a string of aviators touring desired.
petent officials in the state. At no cil was requested to pass an ordinance
under a provision of the city charter sands who worry needlessly <Jver
stage
of
the
game
was
any
unnecessistence on it has grown steadily the country likea circus, possibly it | Thcrc were 3
deaths reported
sary roughness evident. After being compelling the railway company to business matters, and to other thoustronger with the years. Why not, won’t be long before we see the sky to the office of the secretary of state entertainedat the ‘ Round House” run their trains through the citv at a sands who crowd the main and branch
visitorsleft for Grand Rapids on rate of speed not to exceed six miles offices to get mail simply because they
then, so far as practicable,make fenced off with canvas and young c^rt the
-er hour and to see to it that the ordi- can get it, if they were forced to forthe last car.
nance is enforced. The meeting was get business and the postoffice from
Sunday the general rest-day, es- hopefuls climbing in under the ponds to the annual death rate of 14.8
well attended, over which A. La Huis Saturday to Monday. As a people we
per
1,000
estimated
population.
An
The
Chemicals
defeated
the
Ottapecially since it is and has long clouds to see the show.
icrease of 119 is shown as compared was last Friday evening by the score presided and J. N. Clark, the attorney, need to crowd business out of Sunday
been so observed as a religious holiwith the returns for the month of of 18 to 1. The Chemicals are the acted as secretary.The broken mail instead of putting Sunday out of busiA farmer of Mercer county, 111., November. During the month of De- league leaders, having a perfect per- pouches were in evidence to show the ness.”
day by so iarge a proportion of the
result of their being caught under the
has collected $2,800 from the coun- cember 4,250 certificates of birth were centage. Nash and Batema perTHE FIRST STATE BANK
people?
tiled at the office of the secretary of fortned for the Chemicals and Smith wehels. The public is anxiously awaitty treasury for groundhog scalps.
at Holland,Mich., at Vie close of business
state. This correspondsto an annual and Rogers worked for the Ottawas. ing results.
Why, too, should not the post
Jan. 7. 1911,- as called for by the ComApparently that county is left so birth rate of 19.8 per 1,000 estimated Nash secured 19 strikeouts.
Banking Department.
office, the federal institution in
FROM OUR REPRESENTATIVES.mlssolnerof the
RESOURCES.
destitute of groundhogs that it will
Loans
and
discounts,
viz:
Senator Vanderwerp of Muskegon,
The Clerks fought it out with the
closelt ttuch with the people, by
CommercialDept. .$484.9-19.56
The bottom has dropped out of the Chemicals botl in basket ball and is busy preparinga bill for the redis- Savings Dept ....... 232.549.74
not be able to tell next week, whether
itsil&tnjje afford an impressive
trictingof the judicialcircuitsof the
njtorketon butter and eggs and sent
the winter is over or not.
indoor baseball last Thursday evening.
$ 717,499.30
the prices down. Butter dorpped yesstate. The senator is actuated by the
object-lesson everywhere of not
Mortgages and Securiterday from 22 to 18 cents and eggs The Clerks' indoor baseball team de- governor’s expressed determination to Bonds,
ties, viz.
onlytbh need but the practicability
dropped from 28 to 22 cents. The feated the Chemical second team by put the judicial on a more practical Savings Department ..........$ 494.203.8?
New Sunday Mail Service
the
score
of
14
to
10.
MiclunersOverdrafts
................... 2.903.4S
sudden slump in the market is due to
of one day’s rest in seven— even as
and economical basis.
Banking House .............. 25,000.00
The
new
schedule
for Sunday mail the fact that there is no demand for huizen and Roosendahl formed the
Furniture
and
Fixtures ....... 5,380.00
The. bill he is preparing provides for
the Washington government, 40
battery for the Chemicals and
Other real estate .............3.898.3S
service will go into effect nejt Snn- |lhese commodities. hving to the h.gh
the
elimination
of
nine
judges
and
Sprietsma and Brown worked for the
Due from other hanks and
years ago gave the first great im• rices maintained so far tins winter
circuits. The details of the circuit
bankers ....................11,774.01
day, Jan. 29, under tbe^following the people have made up their minds Clerks.
RESERVE.
petus toward the shorter workday
In the basket hall game the Chem- changes he has not yet been able to
conditions: The incoming midnight to do without, especiallyin the larger
Commercial
by passage in 1868 of the first feder- and early mails will be assorted, cities. The result has been the failure icals were victorious by a score of work out, but he has gone into the Due from Banks In
reserve cities ____ $ 28.021.01
to 14. This is the first game
al eight-hour law? The example but not routed, by} the clerks; the of many of the commission houses in played by the Chemicals and they are matter far enough to warrant him in U. S. and National
Chicago this week and the unorecebank currency
16,000.00
the
assertion that 30 circuits will be
of the Holland post office will be general delivery and carrier windows dented failure to find a market for elated by their success. The team ample. There are 39 at present He Gold coin ..........20.000.00
will be open between the hours of articles heretofore very much in de- has a number of open dates and has two ideas in mind. One calls Silver coin ......... 500.00
followed by other lines of business
Nickels and cents.. 222.78
eight and nine in the morning for mand. Commission men cannot un- would like to arrange games with merely for the reduction of the numno doubt.
$ 64,749.79
any of the local teams.
ber of circuits,while the other calls
the delivery of mail to transients, load their stocks even at these prices.
Savings.
•Charlotte Tribune.
fo
rthe
establishment
of
districts
of
The
Holland
Interurban
indoor
Due
from
hanks
In
all special delivery matter arriving
reserve cities ..... $ 49,720.82
baseballteam last Friday night de- five or six circuitseach. In each of
A Soldier's Pension
in the morning mails will be delivFrom Van Buren county a few days feate dthe Zeeland Olympics at the these districtsthe circuitjudges will Exchanges for clearing house ........2,190.00
ered as usual; a general collection ago were shipped 20.000 feet of oak
It is fitting that the year bringing
latter city in a hot game by a score rotate in holding court.
U. S. and National
of mail from all the street letter timbers to Port Arthur, Canada, to be of 10 to 2. The mighty Peterson was
Senator Vanderwei'pis working hank currency.... 30,108.00
the fiftiethanniversaryof the Sumused in tjie. construction of a mam- on the slab for Holland and was cred- with the judicial committeeof the Gold coin ...........30,655.00
boxes will bo made at 5 p. m. The
Silver coin .......... 2.242.15
ter call to arms for the preservation general public will not be served in moth dredge. They were from 40 to ited with 19 strikeouts. Dedema acted senate in this matter. The bills also Nickels and cents.. 860.56
48 feet in length. They have no oak as his catcher and displayed little diffi- will provide for the wiping out of jusof the Union should find Congress the manner and to the extent to near Port Arthur and there will be
$115,776.52^
tices of the peace and the creation of
culty in handling the offerings.
180,526.31
little in Michigan in a few years.
ready to render justice to the surviv- which they have been accustomed.
Willard and Slabbekorn were the county judges in their stead. The Checks and other cash items..
2,999.40
Zeeland battery. Willard being cred- county courts -will have jurisdictionin
ing veterans. The nation would have
Total
.....................
$1,444,184.67
Christmas this year made a new ited with 18 strikeouts.The game cases involving $500 or less.
Lokker-Rutgers Swindled
LIABILITIES.
record in the demand for pennies. For was closely contested until the eighth
been sundered and plunged into
The whole matter was precipitated Capital stock paid In ..........$ 50,000.00
there weeks precedingChristmas the inning, when the Wooden Shoes by the bil Ito combine the fourteenth Surplus fund ................. 60.000.00
Jake Lokker of Lokker-Rutgers
other forms of division and sectional
Philadelphiamint stamped out cop- started the batfest,which gave them and twenty-seventhcircuitsfollowing Undivided profits, net ......... 1,899.86
Dividends,unpaid ............. 88.00
war if the appeal to the whole loyal Clothing Co. was tbs victim of a pers at the rate of 1,200,000 a day the game. Umpire, F. J Titus.
the death of Judge Palmer of Big Commercialdeposits
clever swindle by which ho lost without stemming the demand. What
subject to check. .$170,098.66
Rapids. The original bill will not b«
populationof the country had not
certifi$107. He knows he is out the became of all the pennies no one
pushed until the redistrictingmatter Commercial
cates of deposit... 261,264.46
been met in a spirit of indomitable money but he doesn’t yet know how knows, None of them ever returns to
is
idsposed
of.
Judge
Sessions
of
Sports
Certified checks ..... 302.11
the treasury. They seem to be lost in
Muskegon will take care of the vacant Savings deposits
patriotismand self-sacrifice-It re- it was done.
(book accounts). . 824,399.09
circulation.
The Hope College basket ball circuit pending legislativeaction.
Savings certificates
Mr. Lokker had remitteda check
*
»
quired 2,200,000 armed men to put
team swamped the Lansing Y M C
of deposit ......... 86,182.49
his legs cut off at the knees
RepresentativeMcBride of Ottawa
down the rebellion and save the to an eastern firm in payment for a byWith
A team here last night winning by
$1,342,196.81
an
interurban
car
at
Muskegon,
the
introduced a resolutionfor amendbill of goods. While awaiting ackcries of John Howard, a railroad em- the score of G4 to 15. Hope’s team ment to the house rules to provide a
country as an indestructibleunion
Total .....................$1,444,184.67
nowledgement a stranger entered the ploye, were misunderstood and the
work was perfect and the visitors committee on committees,thus taking ST AT E OF MICHIGAN—
of indestructible states. The destiny store, introduced himself as an agent
County
Ottawa, ss.
car was reversed and passed over him never had a look-in.
from the hands of the speaker this I, O. W.of Mokma.
Cashier of the above
of the United States depended on of the firm and said he was author- a second time. He remained conscious
appointment.Speaker Baker is in named bank, do solemnly swear that tha
The Olympic Club of Zeeland favor of this plan, but his chief lieu- above named statement Is true to th©
until taken to a hospital,but it is not
ized
to
make
collections.
He
prothe conflict. There was no place to
expected that he can survive. How- took the Clerks team into camp to tenants, Representatives
Bierd of Bay best of my knowledge and belief and corduced the letter containingMr. Lokrectly represents the true state of th©
turn for soldiers except to citizens
ard’s foot was caught in a frog when the time of 59 to 18 at the Zeeland and Dusenberry of Isabella,are several matters therein contained, as
ker’s check and informed him he the car bore down upon him.
shown by the books of the bank.
strongly
opposed
and
arc
trying
to
engaged in their vocations in the was entitled to 2 per cent discount
Club rooms last night.
O. W. MOKMA.
prevent the resolution ever reaching
Cashier.
fields, the shops and elsewhere. Of for cash. Lokker cashed his own
The C. L. Kings defeated the the floor of the house. The commit- Subscribedand sworn to before
In order to overcome the difficulty
me this
of cleansing a milk bottle thoroughly Holland Shoes 9 to 0 last Monday tees have been reported for the pres- 11th day of January. 1911.
the more than 2,000,000 volunteers check and the stranger left.
HENRY
J.
LUIDEN8.
says the ScientificAmerican, a "bot- night in the fastestgame of the fac- ent session and could not hold good
Notary Public.
whD^fonght in defense of the Union,
tomless bottle” has recently been in- tory league this season. Less than for the n$xt session,except by the My commission expires April 25, 1914.
MORE
HUNTNG
REGULATIONS.
Correct Attest:—
vented. The device consists of a tube
four fifths have passed away* The
adoption of the rules of this house by
HENRY KREMERS,
RepresentativeTaylor of Kent in- formed like a bottle, but open. at each an hours time was required to play
W. J. OARROD,
the
next
one.
eurvivors average over 70 years of troduced two bills relativeto hunting end, so that all pahs of the interior the full nine inninga. VanderWege
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Directors.

the are readily accessible. When the botyear 1911 shall be an open season for tle is to be used a paraffined paper
is reported to be] 100 a day. It is
quail and a closed season for part- disk is fitted into the larger end of the
time to give them full thought un- ridge, and that the open and closed tube Ttt serve as a bottom, and is held
securely by means of stiff spring metal
less eulogy when taps are sounded seasons shall alternate, permitting
hunters to shoot quail one year and strips. After the bottle has been fillec
it is closed in the usual way by means
is to be consideredsufficient apprepartridge the next.
The number of partridge is reduced of a paraffined paper cap. The caps
ciation.
and bottoms being made of paper, may
from 50 to 25. that may be held in posBy a vote of 212 to 62 the House session,and from 12 to five that may be discarded after use and new ones
may be emoliyed with every fresh use
has passed the bill to grant pensions be shot in a single day. r
The bill prohibits shooting of part- of the bottle.
ranging from $12 to $36 a month to ridge this year and every alternate
The sheriff of Newaygo county will
soldiers who served ninety days in year, n 1912 the season will be from hereafter work on a salary basis of $75
Oct. 20 to Nov. 20
the United States Army in the civil
By this pair of bills it is designed to per month and expenses, all fees going to the county. provide
bird shooting every year and
war, or sixty days in the Mexican
at the same time give both quail and
war. The rate is to be $15 a month partridge a chance to recruit in off It developed a few days ago that the
age, and the mortality among

them at Lansing. These provide that

at 62 years of age, $20 at 65 year*, yean.
Senator Kline will introduce a bill
$25 at 70 yaars, and $36 at 75 providing for the lawful taking of fish
years. It is stated that this pro- with hook and line in the inland lakes
and streams of the state during Devision will add several millions a cember, January. February and March,
except brook trout and rainbow trout,
year to pension appropriations!but

pitched his first game for Kings and
allowed ouly two of the Shoemakers
to reach third and farming seven-

INDIANS GET MONEY.

Washington, Jan. 26. — According to
teen men. It looks now as though the report of Robert G. Valentine,
commissioner of Indian affairs, there
the Kings are sure of second place.
were on June 30, last, 6,784 Indians in
the state of Michigan. Of these, 236
drew’sentences.
were located at the Bay Mills school
Judge Padgham disposed, of two and 883 were under the care of phypersons who were awaiting sentence
sicians. Besides these there were 5,at his hands. Charles Koeningberg 587 scattered Chippewa and Ottawa
of Holland,who was convicted of asIndians and 78 Pottawatomie or Husault and battery upon Nellie Rookus
ron Indians.
by the jury last week, was sentenced
to the Detroit House of Correction The report states that a payment to
the Ottawa and Chippewa Indians of
for 90 days.
Koeningsberg was arrested upon Michigan is now under way as a result
the charge of assault with intent to of the decision of the United States
commit rape, with Miss Rookus as the court of claims of March 4, 1907,
corporate existenceof the Michigan complaining witness. In substance which awarded these Indians $62,grand lodge of the Knights of Pythias Miss Rookus' claim was that while 496.40, with interest from March 5,
expired over a year ago and that or she was walking along the road just 1885, making a total of $131,188.04.
ganization has been transacting bust outside of Holland one evening last
The sum of $105,758.69is being disness in this state without legal author fall, she met Koeningberg, who was bursed to the 5,442 members of the
ity. Articles of incorporationhave riding in a carriage in the direction of
been filed again
and tne
the corporaie
corporate exigain ana
ex- her home. He invited her to ride to
istence has been
her destinationand she accepted.

renewed.
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Then Yon See

the Bell

the bottle you have our guarantee that you are getting the best
cough and cold remedy. Dr. Beil’s
Pine-Tar-Honey has millions of
satisfied users. At all dealers.

On

Dr. BcDT Pint-Tar-Honey
Is a house-hold

word

in every state

Bottle.

Eaemi, Ringworm
Tetter,

chapped hands or

boils, sores

lips,

and all skin diseases

ire quickly cured by the use of Dr.
Bell’s AntisepticSalve. 250 a box
•I all dealers.
creamy snow
white ointment.

A

^
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Special Offer Genuine Gas

R

'

Coke $5

m

For Five Days More Only
The Right and Wrong way

Burn Coke

to

Now

is

the

Time

to

Buy your Fuel
NOW

supply for the remainder of the winter. If you have not the storage room— pay us for it
as you want it. This is a special cash offer and you cannot afford to let it go by. REMEMBER
28, IS THE LAST DAY.

Fill up with Coke
uixl carry low he«t

saves fuel
^Pj^oiuI requires
iilllngloss oftiD.

Ask

Yourself

and we will deliver it

SATURDAY,JANUARY
1

—

If you have always burned coal and wood in your heating appliances is sufficientreason alone for you to continue
doing so. If you become acquaintedwith a fuel that would MEET all of your past requirements,ELIMINATE most of
the objectionable qualities,and ADD features to SAVING in time and money, we think that your business instincts
would recommend a change. A fuel that would recommend itself on its merits in cleanliness,cost, heat value and

lasting qualities.

fliork
i>nni|u r

ju rijic.

Coke

“Feed

That Fuel

is

door

—

m

made from the best Youghiogheng Coal with the mike, soot, dust, dirt, and gas taken away, leaving a clean,
light, fibrous and smokelesssubstancethat is ALL CARBON, the heat-producing
ingredients of all solid fuels.
It is

It is

Cheaper
It

Kc^p layer

It

of hp-Ucs
i*«i "lali*.
I*"

costs no more than soft coal and becauseof its additional bulk, will last almost as long again.
costs $3.00 less than hard coal and will accomplishthe same results in all known heating appliances.

Keep
drafts
closed
to

Requires Less AttentionThan Any Other

It

fliese

^

—
Fuel

—

success,

You kindle in the usual way, leave draft open until well lighted and then close all entirely,
closely followed and your coke burning will be a

check

tire.

m

Will Not Injure Your Grates

I

1

a few simple rules
*

1

1

—

M

Some peopje^hayethe erroneousimpressionthat coke bums

The Right

Way

_

out the pate bars in the appliances more rapidly than
_________ ___ ,
______ ___ _______ __
_____
grate bars much better than where hard coal is used. They keep the grate bins cool.
do other

The Wrong way

fue

__

______

A great deal depends on having the right size of coke for the particular appliance. We are In • positionto give
you the sort that you need and will make it our business to see that you get the size that insuresbeat result*. ThU is
The illustrationsabove giveadcar idea

bum

of

the

HGHT

WRONG

and

coke is the only way in whidh coal can he burned,for

its

way to burn coke, and incidently, tke wrong

weight makes it IMPOSSIBLE to keep the same body of

way
fire

to

that

you can with lighter,more bulky oohe.
New,

G*e

eaods

at

this

point You can

fill qp

the

fire

pot with it and thus the

becomes intensely hot, and, in turn quicklychanges Ae cold air chamber around the

ENTIRE SURFACE OF THE FIRE POT

fire pot

into hot air,

upon which you draw

A

MmI

heretofore ignored.

r\ O

a

V

1

11

y

OF $3 PER TON OVER HARD COAL and it will work more
tory (if our directionsare followed ) in ANY furnace or stove.

A Saving Over Soft Ooal; Coke

don’t smoke, Soft Coal does, Coke

is

•J
satisfac-

so easy to handle,

economical to use and a wonderful full heat making power.

at will from your registers.

Contrasithiswith the average coal furnace, pictured on the right Note that a small part of the surface of the fire pot
comes into direct contact with the fuel body. Thereforethe only way the sides of the

file

pot can be heated is

by hot gases on

Don’t Wait Until This

their way to the chimney, a large portion of which heat goes up the chimney and is wasted.

Some

people have burned coke in this way, and h^ve been dissatisfied. There could be no other result But let

Genuine Gas Coke as per illustrationat the

left

and we will guaranteethat they will be

Week

is Over—

Order

Now

them burn

Cash Hust Accompany Order

satisfied.

"

HOLLAND CITY GAS COMPANY
mm

SUBSTITUTE

fm
SSI

Miss Bernice Hoffman spent Sun- Dry, wl«o is charged whli connection
day with relativesin Zeeland.
with several Holland burglaries.At
the opening of the present term of
The ElizabethSchuyler Hamilton •court Prosecuting Attorney OsterChapte rof ahe Daughtersof the hous announced that be would submit
American Re.volutionwere enter- his reasons for wishing to nolle
tained at the home of Regent Mrs. C.
prosse tlv-‘ case against Dry. The
M. McLean Friday afternoon to cele- court took the matter under advisebatte their chapter day. A pleating ment but decided that Dry should be
program was rendered in which Mrs. tried for ;the charge. Young Dry
O E. Yates read an original poem. -was released on bail, the old bond
Miss Myrtle Beach sang “A Necklace standing, and ordered to .appear for
of Love” by Xevin and responded to
trial at the next term of circuitcourt.
an encore with “I Know a Garden”
Dry w/ts r.e-arrestedon .n burglary
by B. Harblet. Miss Avis Yates gave charge and zhe case set for trial at
‘Penelope'sDam^” respondingwiiii the present term. The prosecuting
"The Ballad of a General’s Kiss.” attorneydid not see much better eviMinuet was a dance by eight of the dence ahead for a conviction and
daughters in Colonial costumes.
moved to nolle prosse
A c«py of a painting by Earle, a
noted Artist of revolutionary times, of

Elizabeth Schuyler Hamilton, in an

Absolutely Pure
The only heUng powder

artisticframe was presented to the
chapter.
Th coat of tqwn guests were Miss
Evplyn Childs of Grand Rapids, Mrs.
Manning of the Chicago chapter, and
Miss Vivian Hand, secretary of the
Bay City Chapter.
A number of friends very pleasantly surprised Miss Minnie Zuiwerink
athe rhome on East Tenth street last

moihmmt^o^MjOrope Frklay evening. The

evening was

spent with music and games and light

MAUMJRUMEfflEnilffE
SOCIETY.
H. V. Dekker, rural mail carrier,
has resumed work after a short illness. B. Scholten took care of his
route during his absence.

refreshments were served. Those
present were: Misses Grace Waasenaar, Jennie Strutger, May Bean,
Hattie Rotman, Bertha and Kate
Laarman, Jennie Bredeweg, Helen
Jipoing, Lena Van Raalte, Jennie
Volker, Gertrude Steggerda, Nellie
De Witte, Grace Zuiwerink, Hattie

v^ZTrnKi

i"

A

BOY STORY.
mother asked her

MAY RETURN TO FEE SYSTEM.

Seminary Notes
opinion (if Attorney General
Kuhn lo the effect that the board of
The Adelphic Society met last
supervisorscannot place the sheriff
Tuesday night ot the borne of Rev.
on a salary may make some differ- and Mrs. Henry Veltman. The
cnc ein the recent action of the board
prayer meeting was lead by Mr.
of supervisors in fixing a salary for
Sheriff Andre in lieu of fees. In bis Patgieter, and a paper on “The Anopinion the attorney general refers tichrist”was read by Mrs. II. Paterto that part of the new constitution 800.
which provides that the board of
The semi-annual examinationfor
supervisorssnail have power to fix
salaries and compensationfor all all the classes of the Seminary took
county officers "not otherwise pro- place Wednesday forenoon. The
vide dby law.” It is this last phrase
evamination committee consisted of
which in the opinion of the attorney
Dr. Kollen of the college and the
general forestalls action by the board
of supervisors. It is thought that Bloemendahl and IJofTman of Grand
this ruling may also affect other Rapids, Rev. E. Blechirch and Elder
comity officers entitledby law to fees Wilterdink of the city.

The

for official services.

Mrs. G. Van Zanten and daughter Beck,' Gerrit Finchen. William Wes- !.he l4,h'
he can conceive at the present time is
a return to the fee system, which the
Mae attended the funeral of their
ruling very clearly points out cannot
aunt, Mrs. J. Essenbaggers,at MusFik, Marine Bishop and Harry Hop- vote<* on APri* 1911be abolished. He has written to the
kegon, Monday.
Hurrah for Ottawa and shame
board of supervisors concerning the
Miss Ruth Vorhoorst of Overisel is kins.
matter, but just how the difficulty
spending a few days with Miss Mary
HOLLAND MAN HONORED. 'Oakland— Earle, in Little Stock.
will be cleared up has not been defiKollen at her home on East Twelfth
The appointment of Louis H. ConThe Wagner Club will run a spe- nitely settled upon.
street.
ger, formerlyof this city, to succeed
R. W. Hewlett and J. J. Baxa have T D. Clement, as secretary of the cial train to Allegan Feb. IS.ffThe A number of other counties in the
leturned from Pittsburg, Pa., where Commercial club of Kalamazoo, was train will leave Holland about 6:30 state are up against similar propositions.
they attended the H. J. Heinz con- announced Tuesday night by Mr. Clep. m., returning about 11 o’clock.
vention.
ment and formally on Wednesday by
Mr. and Mrs. Ed. Michmershuizen President James Grant of the club, The round trip will cost only 50c.
Fischer Party A Success
spent Sunday in Grand Rapids.
the appointment taking effect at once
Lydas Vander Nels was a Grand 'on account of Mr. Clement’s deparDEATHS.
The Fischer Party last evening
Rapids visitor Sunday.
ture for the south.
Relatives in this city have received was a success in every way. There
Wm. Tiebald of Grand Rapids was
The new secretary is a Michigan news of the death of Mrs. R. C. Dein the city Sunday.
product, his home city being Grand vries in Chicago, Sunday afternoon. were over four hundred who attendFrank Giles, who has been spend- Rapids. He was graduated from the Her death resulted from cancer of ed the affair and all report a fine
ing a few days with friends in this literary department of the University Oie tongue, from which' she has sut- time. The electrical display of colcity, has returned to his home in ot Michigan in 1905 and has been enfered for a long time. Deceased was ored lights, together with the best
Grand- Ledge.
gaged in newspaper work in’ Grand 42 years old and is survivedby two orchestra ever heard in Holland and
A quiet wedding took place Satur- Rapids, and other cities since his sons, Horace and ClarenceDekker of
day evening when Mrs. Anna Penne graduation. He came to Kalamazoo
Chicago,and one brother, Charley the smoothnesswith which the enwas united in marriage to John Las last October to assume a position on Tones of this city. She was well tire program was carried out, comit the home of the bride at 165 East the editorial staff of the Evening
known and had a large circle of
Seventeenth street. Rev. D. R. Telegraph, after two years as man- friends in this city, where she was a bined to make the evening one long
to be remembered by those present.
Drukker, pastor of the Fourteenth aging editor of the Daily Sentinel of
resident for a number of years, leavA novel feature of the evening was
Street Christian Reformed church, Holland, Mich.
ing last September for Chicago.
performed the ceremony in the presthe
rendering of one of the Gilbert
Mr. Conger is a member of the
The funeral services will be held
ence of immediate relatives. They Masonic and Pythian orders, the
dances, the “)Iotor March,” by six
in her old home in St. Louis, Mo.
will make their home at 165 East Sons of the Revolution, and has dislittle Holland Misses: Mary ThornSeventeenthstreet.
tinguished himself in athletics. He is
The Spanish War Veterans who married and resides at 725 Elm place. |The Wagner Clnb will rnn a spe- ton, Beatrice Steketee, Marion De
made plans recently to organizewill —Kalamazoo Telegraph.
cial train to Allegan Feb. 15. The Free, Ruth Price, Marion Tilt, and
meet Friday evening in Roy Calkins'
train will leave Holland about 6:30 Clara Thornton. These six little
place on East Eighth street to make
m., returning about 11 o'clock. girls also presided at the punch
DRY’S
TROUBLES
NOT
DONE.
further plans toward organization.
Judge Padgham has decided not to The round trip will coat only 5qc.
bowls.
discontinue’ the case agaipst Harold

PSJHMGE
Miss Esther Sas evidently believes

enough for her
onongh for her. Sat*
urday evening John Sas and MreAnna Penne were married at tbs
home of the later and Monday MieS'
Sas and John Vander Meulen jourthat what is go£>d
father is good

neyed to Qrand Haven and there
were united in marriage by the Rev.
Men ilen berg of the First Reformed,
Preaching appointments for Jan.
church in that city.
29. North Holland, Roggey; Graafschap, Haverkamp; Constantine,
HOLLISTER’S
Douma; Kalamazoo, Samon: Beverly,
iSchut; Harlem, Voorberge;James- Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets
A Buiy Medicine ror Buiy People.
town. Wolterdink;Forest Grove,

little boy
The constotutional conventiontook
whether he bad anything to say to a
great care to provide for the placing
woman who wa san afternoonvisitor.
of county officerson the salary, but
"Tell me how I’ve grown.” be re. ..
plied, "and how much I look like ma. *1
and how you’ve got a little boy at general may undo the work of the
home just my age, and then ask me first provision.
When asked concerningthe ruling
how old 1 am, whether I go to school,
how I like my teacher, and what I’m Sheriff Andre stated that he was not Kuyper.
informedas to what affect the opinion
going to do when I am a man. Then
will have in his case. He was insay you regref you haven't a penny
clined to the bHief that the ruling SliTlERlixuS utbLi. kiii :wm
in your pocket for me."
applied particularly to cases where
Good tor Nothing but tfic i-yo: r
the board of supervisors placed the
OTTAWA COUNTY TAKES
sheriffunder salary against bis will.
FIRST STEP.
On Friday evening, January 13, ye Jn his case the board merely accepted
good roads editor was privileged to a proposition which he made to them.
Prosecuting Attorney Osterhous
speak to the supervisors of Ottawa
believes the decision of the attorney
countv. and a large audience beside,
general applies to Ottawa county as
upon the advisabilityof adopting the
well as al lothcr countiesand the
county road system, and on Saturday, only way out of the difficulty which

i.i
T

M

Brine* Golden Health and RenewedVizor. .
A specific for Constipation.Indigestion.
Ltvow
and Kidney troubles. Pimples. Eczema. Impure*.
Hlood Had Hreath. Sluzzlsh Bowels, Heudache^
and Backache. Its Itocky Mountain Tea In tablet form. 35 cents a box. Genuine made br'
I Holubtsb Dhuq Compart. Madison. WU.
•

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

Wall Paper
Is

ready for your inspection at prices to
please you

J&k,
Bert Slagh

-m

WHAT YOU SAW IN THIS PAPER
WHAT YOU SAW 30 YEARS AGO

They Are the Beet Onee to Pelnt Po»*
traits of Americans,as General
Sheridan Discovered.

*

*

C. Smit, of

North Hollandt

one of the oldest and earliestsettlers

Americans are learning that the men
to paint portraits of Americans are
American portrait painters, although
the number of foreigners who come
over here and succeed In getting commissions, mainly through dealers who
exploit them shows no signs of diminishing. It is being borne In on the
minds of the sitters and their families, however, that the artist of another people is likely to make his sitter look like a type of his own land,
rather than of the sitter's land. They
are beginning to realice that the old
portraits which they admire were
painted mainly by artists of the same
blood as their sitters. A sculptor commenting on the matter recently said:
"Seme people learn that very quickly, but the others have slow eyes. Yet
to show you that it does not at all
take an artist to perceive it, let pie
tell you what Gen. Phil Sheridan said
to me. I was going to make a bust of
him. Said he:
“Tve been painted,it seems to me,
by everybody, and what have they
done to me? I've been painted by an
Italianand he made me look like an
Italian. I've been painted by a Germen and he made me look like a German. I was painted by a Jew and he
made me look like an Israelite.Now
do ir

m-

Mr.

Holland colony, died at
home, on Sunday afternoon.

of the

The Kanters Brothers liave

T.

At 11:30 p

tn.

Tuesday, a

passerspector

re-

............. 32.50

......

! $§

by on Kiver street noticed a small James Westveer, collector.,
blaze in the rear part of the “Grond- 1 Mrs. Minnie Koster, weekly

the

his wet” building, and at once notified , Pay?ient .

dissolv-

ed co-partnership;Leendert

I

THU, “gibondwet” Office in ruin.

James Honing, watchman at
Werkman factory. The latter pro-

Frank

t

...

......

.

10.00

.........

10.00

passer''

12.47

nderwood, subs?

Economical Flour

7.00
fire-

ceeded to the spot and having satis- man ......................
12.25
fied himself of the fact, returned
R B Champion,
extra .......
labor..
uvm .to ...........
............
12.50

does not mean the cheapest in price, neither does

.

maining in the stationersbusiness
the factory and sounded the alarm A Hu.ntley- labor ............ 5.50
and Abraham M. the sewing maVV. Johns-Manville Co.,
whistle The department, though
supplies.................. 24.97
chine agencies.
prompt in their attendance, failed to Westinghouse Electric Co,
During the past week two instan- save the property, owing to a combalance due .............. 11.90
ces of sudden death occurred At bination of adverse circumstances. Illinois Electric Co., balance
l.oo
Zeeland, Mrs. L. Aling, aged nearly The building was a brick veneered. due .............
70 years, died on Sunday evening, In the back part of the basement Austin Harrington, coal ...... 1.50
Herman De Fouw, knobs ..... .45
having been well enough to prepare were stored a large stock of paper
Wagner Electric Co., supplies 17.10
supper at the usual hour. On Wed- ami some fuel. The first floor of the I h'ostoria IncandescentLamp
nesday evening, Mr. S. Bergsma. building was occupied by the West I . C°., lamps
84.76
fermerly of Drenthe, hut of late re- Mich. furniture factory as a store C. J Litscher Electric Co.,
wire .....................
26,19
siding in this city, died also very room. Amid such surroundings the
Eugene Dietzgeir Co., tracing
suddenly,aged 00 years. In both efficiencyof the department and the
cloth ......................
8.10
cases it is said to have been apo large volume of water that was R. B Champsion, railroad explexy.
pense new water ...........
18.43
poured on the building,were not
P. M. Ry. Co, freighton coal
80.11
One of our townsmen is mad be- sufficientto cope with the treachery Pittsburg Ohio Mining Co,
cause they have placed a street lamp of tfie fire fiend, and in spite of all
coal ....................... 97.75
near his corner. Says its none of effortsthe fire was not extinguished Citizens Telephone Co., rental
and toll .................
12.90
•he town’s biz what time he comes until the entire building,above the
Peter
Boot, supplies .........
1.00
home nights.
basement, was a total wreck.
The
;cx. i ue l-"ran|<Stanshury, filing saws,
1.80
Mayor Van Landegend, thinking presses and machineryin the base- Board of Public Works, light
and power ................421.20
chat during the centennial year at ment are but slightly damaged; all
Benj. J Lemmen, gravel ..... 24.00
least, the anniversariesPresidents the other printing material is practBos Bolhuis Lumber Co., lumWashingtonand Lincoln should be ically destroyed. The safe and files,
ber ...................... 6.20
commemorated, has ordered the ne- fortunately, escaped destruction.
Hazcltine & Perkins’ Drug

H

.

.

it

mean

Wonder Flour

Little
is

the highest in price.

the highest standard of Flour at a

The

ECONOMY

is

moderate price.

in the

HIGH

Quality of
Little

Wonder Flour

.

j

Beach Milling

Co.

.

cessary salutes to he tired on those
WHAT YOU SAW 15 YEARS AGO
see, the general learned the days.
The Holland Guitar and Mandolin
lesson quickly— but maybe that's why
t We learn that Mr. E. ^an der Club, composed of local talent, gave
he was a general."
Veen, next spring, will put up a their first entertainment in this city
brick store on the corner of River on Friday evening They drew a

Co., supplies

............. 6.75

G. Blum, freight and cartage 15.38
6
Alfred Huntley, labor ....... 27.55
Bishop & Alois, supplies.... 4.70
De Pree Hdw. Co., labor ____ 2.80
Holland City News, printing 12.75
and
Eighth
streets, to fill the place good house and did not disappoint Tyler Van Landegend, supREFUSED TO CUT HIS RATES
, Plies ..................... 9.96
vacated by the fire of October, 1871. their audience. One encore followed
Chas. S. Dutton, taxes new
Kentucky Livery Stable Proprietor
water supply property ..... 6.75
Morton in the Senate and Blaine another and especially was this the
I:
Wouldn’tRent a Rig' to Any Man
in the House will each introduce a case with the quartette, composed of Jacob Zuidema, labor ........ 16.60
Allowed and warrants ordered isfor Less Than a Quarter.
resolution at an early day, that no Messrs- J. S- Wason, M. Dykema, H.
sued
i
Britisher shall be allowed at the Cook, and P. A. Miller.
The Clerk of the Board of Public
William D. Campbell is a business
man through and through. Coupled Centennial. They acted so cruel in WHAT YOU SAW 10 YEARS AGO Works reported that at a meeting of
the Board, held January 16, 1911, the
with his business Instincts is a horror 1778. when our soldiersstarved at
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Van City Attorney gave the opinion that
of being charged extortionate prices Valley Forge, and walkec the frozen
the claims of Diekenia & Kollen and
Duren, East Fourteenth street, today
ground with bleeding feet*
by country Uvery stables.
Henry Sterenberg,which were reBest Carriages, fast gentle horses,
—a son.
He stopped one day In a small town WHAT YOU SAW 25
ferred to the Board by the Council at
YEARS AGO
lb Kentucky and concludedthat he
lowest prices. Special care given to
Dr. Henry Kremers, proprietor of a meeting held September 6th, 1910,
would -like to take a drive. He also
Mr. Gerrit Hole, residing two the Central drug store for many weer jiM, that the delinquent bills are
boarding horses, either by the day or
not assessable, and that the Board
made the mental reservation that he miles north of Zeelnd. has a son—
years, has sold the business to John
by the month. Always have good
recommends
that
the
amounts
asfri would pay no unreasonableprice for William — 8 years of age, who weighs
and Jacob Haan.
sessed lie remitted.
the horse and buggy. “Look here!" he
horses for sale. SPECIAL PRICES
147 pounds. How is this for heavy?
Adopted.
•aid to the owner of the livery stable,
Attorney George E. Kollen of this
for
and
The
Board
of
Public
Works
reA man by the name of Dijkgraaf city has been retained to defend Bert
the only one In town. "I want to take
ported
the
collection of $5,481.70,
a littledrive; but I am not a drummer, was nearly killed under a tree, on Tibbets, who is in jail at Grand HaLignt, Water and State Street Sewer
and am not a millionaire.I want that the lake shore, on Tuesday last. He ven charged with the murder of fund moneys, and presentedTreasurdrive; but I think you might make a sustained severe bruises on the head,
Humphrey Jackman of Georgetown er's receipt for the amount.
reasonablearrangementabout the besides internal injuries. Dr. F. J
Accepted and the Treasurerordered
in
the early hours of the last day of
price of the rig. Understand that
chagred with the amount.
Schouien was called to attend the December.
Citizens Phone 1034, Bell Phone 26
HOLUND, MICH.
clearly!”
Chief Kamferbeek reported the colease, and reports him in a dangerous
lection of $8827 criminals’ hills from
“This ain’t no cut-ratetown In the
condition.
Ottawa county, and presentedTreaslivery business," respondedthe proCommon Council
urer's receipt for the amount
prietor.."I won’t cut rates for noAnother one of onr oldest settlers
Accepted and the Treasurerordered
body.”
continued from page 2
has passed away. Mr. Peter Dam
charged with the amount.
That sounded threatening to Camp- stradied of a lingering illness of
The Committee on Drinking Foun- Justice Van der Meulen reported the
bell; but he thought he would take a
three years, on Monday night, at his tain requested an extension ot time.
collection of $4.10 state law fines and
chance and Inquire the amount of the
Granted.
presentedTreasurers' receipt for the
home in Drenthe. Mr. Damstra setcharges. "Well," fie said
tu‘The Committee on Smoke Nuisance amount.
“what do you think Is a fair charge for 1
iere ln 16 8Pr,a£ ^7'
requested an extensionof time.
Referred to the Committee on Ways
an hour’s drive?"
Born, to Mr and Mrs- Harry RafGranetd.
and Means.
The proprietorlooked him over fenaud, on Wednesday, Jan. 20, Communicationsfrom Boards and Attorney Van Duren reported the
City Officers.
collection of $11.45 fine and casts in
carefully. "I tell you, stranger,” he 1880.— a boy.
The following hills, approved by the appeal case of F. Van Ry , Jr.,
said hesitatingly, as If doubting wheth| It is said that our ‘‘city dinner the Board of Park Trustees,at a and oresentedTerasurer's receipt for
er Campbell would come across with
meeting held January 16. 1911, were the amount.
the figure named, “I won’t hitch up horn” can be heard at Jamestown
ordered certified to the Common
Accepted and the Treasurerordered
Center,
fifteen
miles
east
of
here
for no man for less than a quarter!"
Council for pavment
charged with th eamount.
—Sunday Magazine.
The new church on the corner of J. A Kooyers. Supt .......... $ 24 00
I he Clerk presented the oath of ofAllowed and warrant ordered is- tice of A. It. Bosnian as Supervisor of
Ninth and Market streets,is rapidly
the Second Supervisordistrict,
assuming shape. The frame is near- sued.
Ruffs and Reeves.
The Library Board reported havfilled
ly
all
up.
A nurse told a child of mine some
ing approved the followinghills and
I he Citv Engineer reported the
The most satisfactory fuel
thne before the middle of the 60’b of
Married, on Saturday, Jan. 1G, certified the same to the Common vote on the paving of Central avenue For Base Burners, Round
the last century, that her mother had 1886, by I. Fairbanks, Esq-, Mr. Council for payment:
follows: In favor of paving, 2.531
Oak stoves of all-.kinds
Been fairies dancing on Brumby Com- William F. Van Anrooy of this city, Baker & Hay lor, hooks ...... $ 118.83 feet; oposed to paving. 1,421 feet;
for the Furnace
Chevers Book Binding Co.,
mon In the northwest of Lincolnshire,
would
not vote, 4,062 feet; did not
to Miss Gertie Dycke, of Grand Habooks ......... ........... 22.60 vote. 330 feet,
near the Trent, says a writer In Notes
ven.
Hertzeberg & Sons, refiiled.
and Queries. Whea tbla fanciful
binding hooks ............37.30
Motions and Resolutions.
tory was repeatedto me I had no
The excavatingthat is being done
G. Van Putten, mdse.. .....
1.16
On motion of Aid. Van Eyck:
difficulty In supplying its interpreta- on River street, between Eighth and
Henry Geerlings, Atlantic
Resolved,That the gas testing inTry a Ton and Be Covinced
tion. The woman had assuredly not Ninth streets, is for a magnificent Magazine .................
4.00
struments owned by the City be
Ci. Blom. freight and cartage.
one-story building for
1.57
placed in commission forthwithand
Dok' lhe Louise Williams, services....
1200 also' that provision he made for testbutcher. buildi“8 ,or
were ruffs and reeves dancing on a
W. Wiehenga, janitor's serving gas meters as providedby the gas
Takken & DeSpelder, of Douglas, ice .......................
dry hillock in a bo far y place, where
8.00
franchise,and the testing and reading
they were almost sure to be free from Mich., desire to move their wagon H. W. Wilson & Co., Readers’
of gas meters, by conferring the
Guide ......... ...........
600 necessary authority on the Committee
Interruption. They have, I believe, factoiy to this place and will then
Allowed and warrants ordered is- on Ways and Means.
often been seen engagd In this sport; enlarge their institution.
sued.
but now these beautiful and InterestCarried.
Last Saturday Ed. M. Williams
The following hills,approved by the
ing birds are almost If not entirely
On motion of Aid Van Eyck the
extinct, though they were common be- sold out his part and interest in the Board of Police and Fire Commission- form of the Series “E” Street Imfore the days of the great inclosures,
^ote^ to j1*9 pother and part- ers ,at a meeting held January 16. provement bond was accepted.
1911, were ordered certified to the
On motion of Aid. Kammeraad:
wben there was a long stretch of un- ner> George N. Williams.
Common
Council for payment:
Resolved, That the Board of Police
cultivated land on the eastern bank
I Tuesday night safe crackers at- Holland City Gas Co., fuel...? 11 00 and
hire Commissioners arc hereby
of the Trent, which wild birds and
tempted to force an entrance into Chas. Hubbard, tube and rerequetsed (o place one more patroljatmmalB had nearly to themselves.
pairs ..................... 2 15 man on the list of regular policemen
the safe of Mr. J. Den Herder of
Board of Public Works, light 11.24
Zeeland. They succeeded but par Peter Boot, supplies ......... .82 in the City of Holland, and so arrange the heats of the patrolmen that
Mow Machinery Breathes.
jtiallyin their work, blowing only Citizens Telephone Co., rental
An English writer ou engineering one door off the safe when thev were and messages .............43 35 the southern business district and the
closely settled residence district may
Subjects, Mervyn O'Gorman, calls atalarmed and left without any ’plun- S Meeusen. patrolman ....... 33.60 have some nolice protectionduring
tention to the fact that a piece of maSteketee,
patrolman
.......
31 50 the night, and also have some one
:v
der. There was nearly 2,000 in the
chinery, such as an automobile, laid
Leonard, patrolmanand
making regular rounds, in case of fire
safe.
Sheriff
Woltman
and
the
uniform ................... 33.00 at night in said district.
aside after being used, Is in danger of
38.50
Internal rusting through a kind of Prosecuting Attorney were in the F. Kamferbeek. chief ........
Carried.
.60
On motion of Aid. Vanden Berg:
respiration which affects cylinders, Clly 0,1 "'.eCkne8^a.v« UP c^ue8 S Leonard, extra services....
2.50
Resolved. That the five per cent,
gear boxes, clutch cnambers, Inter- ,10 ^‘e criminals. Home talent is (I. Schattenaar, janitor pail..
C. Van Haaftcn, Leonard's
collection fee on the taxes of H. J.
spaces In ball bearings, and so forth, suspected.
place for 1 day ............
2.00 Klinkenbcrg be remitted.
Every inclosedair space "breaches" i .....
Ray K noil, driver No. ......
30 00
Carried.
by drawing in air when a fall of
YOU SAW 20 YEARS AGO
F. W. Stanshury. driver No. 2
30.00
On motion of Aid. Vantongercn:
B. Steketee, supplies .........
.95
Resolved. That the Board of Public
Have you seen ,he WHITNEY COLLAPSIBLE GO-CART?
! 'yal,crdBahard' a T1 °,f,
A. Klomparens, hay and
Works be requested to prepare plans,
through heat. The
brave and gallant deed,
feed ......................
31.77 specificationsand estimate of cost for
duced with the air is deposited In the ?at.
,n 8av,n« hl8 c^nrad, Abe N. J. Essenberg.treas., poor
the Lincoln Avenue Sewer district.
It will pay you to do bo. It is a winner. The Whitney
cavities, an* may produce serious Gosling, aged 14 years, from a watCarried.
and sewer taxes ........... 100.93
On motion of Aid. Dyke:
damage through rust. Tha popular ery grave, in Black Lake. The lat- Allowed and warrants ordered iscart is no doubt the best Collapsible Cart on the market
Resolved. That it is the sense of
belief that oil will protect the Inac- ter was skating across a spot where sued.
The following hills, approved by the the Council to pave Central Avenue,
cessible partfc of unused machinery Is the ice had the thickness of only one
fallacious,since nearly all oils take night’s freezing and fell through. Board of Public Works, at a meeting from Seventh to Eighteenth streets,
They have been sold over 50 years. Look them over
hied January 16. 1911, were ordered instead of from Eighth to Eighteenth,
!up about three per <ient. of water In
Walter crawled on his stomach tJ. cretifiedto the Common Council for and that when the Council adjourns
'solution.—Youth’s Companion.
'nr.
wards the edge and getting a hold payment:
they adjourn until Wednesday, Janubefore. Also a beautiful line of Robes.
ary 25, 1911, at 7:30 p. m.
of Abe’s clothing, succeeded in pull- R. B. Champion, acting sttperintendent ..... ..........
50 00
Carried.
ing him out.
The Ocean.
A. E. McClalin, chief engineer 5000
On motion of Aid. Dyke, the Clerk
Of all natural stores of water the
.Born, to Mr. and Mrs- Geo. Bon- Bert Smit, engineer..-; ....... 30.00
was instructed to notify all owners
locean Is, of course, the most abun- der, on Saturday morning last— a
James Annis, engineer ....... 30.00 of property on Centra! avenue, bedant, and from It all other water may girl.
Farnk Crispell,engineer ..... 3000 tween Seventh and Eighth streets,to
, b« said to be derived. From the surNick
Van Slooten, fireman... 14.00 meet with the Common Council at an
As Ben Van Raalte and Dr. Donkface of the ocean a continuous stream
A. Clark, fireman ............28.25 adjourned meeting, to be held Januof vapor Is rising up with the atmos- ey were about to cross the Allegan John Borgman, fireman ...... 1925 ary 25, 1911, to discuss matters rela;phere. to be recondeuaedIn the upper railroad track east of the cemetery, C. J. Roseboom, 19th street
tive to the kind of material to be used
regions and precipitatedas rain, snow on their way home, Thursday noon,
attendant................. 22.50 for paving Central avenue.
On motion of Aid. Kammeraad:
land sleet Some eight-elevenths of their, horse hecamo unmanageable, John De Boer, coal passer...
10.53
Resolved, That the Board of Public
AbeNauta, meter inspector...
3250
{these precipitates retara directly to owing to a vicious dog of
Por.
Guy Pond, lineman
30.62 Works be requested to report to the
the ocean; the rest, faUiag on lead,
J ust as their buggy bad crossed the
John Van Dyke, lamp trimmer
25.77 Common Council the condition of the
collects into pools, lakes, rivers, or
track it was hit by the engine of a Fred Slikkers,lineman; ......
27.50 Central Avenue sewer.
elss penetrates the earth, perhaps to
Hans Dykhuis, lineman ...... 25.82 Carried.
costs to light again in springs and passing freight train. They escaped
Adjourned.
Wm.
Winstrom, troubleman. 22.50
unhurt, but the hind wheels of the
veils.
T. P. De Feyter, line foreman
33.46
RICHARD OVERWEG,.
buggy were completely demolished. Lane Kamcrling, water inCity Clerk.
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The

Cir-

OF

ENCYCLOPEDIAS
Court for the County of Ottawa, FIRST
In Chancery.
It Wat Published In Quaen Anne’a
Franklin P. Wells, Complainant,
Reign and John Hairle Wat Its
vs.
cuit

“Onlle Begetter.*’
Cora May Wells, Defendant.
At a session of said court, held at
Encyclopediasare an English Inthe Court House in the City of Grand
AHORNEYS AND NOTARIES.
BANKS
Haven, in said county, on the 28th vention. I hasten to add that they
owe a great deal of their early and
day of November, A. D. 1910.
T\IEKEMA. 0. J.. ATTORNDY AT LAW.
later development to Scottish brains.
Present:
The
Honorable
Philip
THE FIRST STATE BANK
J-S Ocileptlonspromptly attended to. Office
The earliest true encyclopediawas
over FI ret Bute Bank.
Padgham, Circuit Judge.
Capital Stock paid In ....... ..... ........' 50.00
published In the second year of Queen
Surplus and undivided protlts ............
50,000
In this cause, it appearing by affi- Anne. John Harris, the “onlle beDepositors Security..................I... 150.000
davit on file, that the flefejidant, Cora
VfC BRIDE, P. H.. ATTORNET, REAL ES- 4 percent Interest paid on time deposits.
getter” of this remarkable work, was
ili. ute and Insurance.Office In McBride Exchange on all businesscentersdomesticand May Wells, is a resident of this state
foreign.
Block.
and that a subpoena to appear and born In the year of the great Are of
answer has been duly issued in this London, and Shropshire piously
cause but could not be served upon claims that he was a Shropshire lad.
VANDER MEULEN, 8 EAST EIGHTH Q. J. Dlekema, Pres.
J- W. Beardslee,v. P
the said Cora May Wells by reason He passed through Oxford to the
St. Citizen* phone 1743.
G. W. Mokma, Cashier
H. Luidens. Ass't C.
vicarage of Ickleham, Sussex, to
of her concealmentwithin this state:
On motion of Hatch, McAllister & which he added the care of WinchelRaymond, solicitors for said complain- sea parish. Ixmdon prefermentsfolant, it
ordered that the appearance lowed, and a Fellowship of the Royal
PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS.
THE PEOPLES STATE BANK
of said defendant, Cora May Wells, Society, and a good deal of London
paid in .....................| 50.000 be entered in this cause within three
T. J. MER8EN. CORNER TENTH AND Capital stock
religious controversy.For the rest
stockholder'sliability........50.000 months from the date of this order;
<3 Central Avee. Citleens phone 1416. Bell Additional
Deposit or security ...................... luo.ooo
and that in case of her appearance we know that Harris lived in a house
phene 141.
Pays per cent interest on Saulngs Deposits,
In Amen Corner, and that he there rethat she cause her answer to the bill
of complaint to be tiled and a copy ceived and boarded pupils. We know
T\R. W. Q. WINTER. OFFICE TWO
thereof served upon the solicitorsfor also that he gave free lectures In
DIRECTORS:
doors east of Interurban office. Holland,
Mich. Citizen*phone: Residence,1597; office, A. Vlsseher. D. B. Keppel. Daniel Ten Cate the complainant within fifteen days mathematics at the Marine Coffee
Geo. P. Hummer D. BYntema. J.G. Rutgers after service on her or her solicitors House In Birchln Lane. The Marine
1734.
J. H. Kleinheksel Wm. O. Vi" Eyck
of a copy of the said bill, and in de- Coffee House has not been much nofault thereof that said bill be taken ticed by London topographers. Mr.
as confessed by the said defendant, H. B. Wheatley has uneartheda curiBICYCLES AND REPAIRS.
Van EycK- Cora May Wells; and it is further ous advertisementproclaiming that
ordered that the said complainant
[HAS. HUBBARD, 39 WEST NINTH BT.
water gruel was to be had there every
Weording cause this order to be published in morning from six to eleven o’clock.
1 Citizen*phone 1156the Holland City News, a newspaper
The announcement proceeds: “Tls
Milling Com’y printed, publishedand circulating in not yet generally known; but there
said county, and that such publication
TAILORS, HATTERS, FURWheat, Buckwheat, be commenced within twenty days comes such company as drinks usualNISHERS.
from the date of this order, and that ly four or five gallons in a morning."
and Rye Flour
such publication be continued therein —John o’ London in T. P.'s Weekly,
Graham Flour and once in each week for six weeks in London.
FLUTTER A DYKEMA. 8 EAST EIGHTH
St. Citizen*phone 1228.
Bolted Meal, Feed succession, or that the said complainant cause a copy of this order to be
Middlingsand Bran
personally served on the said defendant, Cora May Wells, at least twenty NATURE’S WONDERFUL COLOR
MUSIC.
Chas. S. Dutton
88-90 E. Eighth St. days before the time above prescribed
Their Shades and Tints Never Yet
Propriotor
for her appearance.
Have Been Duplicatedby the
PHILIP PADGHAM,
>~100K BROS. FOR THE LATEST POPUX-l iar aong* and the beit In the mualc line.
Circuit Judge.
Manufacturersof Paints.
Otlsen* phone 1259. 37 Ea*t Eighth St.
Examined, countersignedand enLargest Stock of
tered by me.
Nature paints in the most striking
FRED F. McEACHRON,
colors and shades and tints with a
BOOKS AND STATIONERY.
Register.
never achieved by the brush
hatch. McAllister & Ray- delicacy
in the hands of the artist. The highmond.
TT. VANDER PLOEO. STATIONERY AND
.
est ambitionof the manufacturer of
ill books, the be*t aoortment. 44 EU*t
Solicitors for Complainant.
Eighth St. Citizen*phone 1469.
paints is to produce colors which look
in the city. ReAttest: A true copy.
like nature’s. They have never sucFRED
F.
McEACHRON,
pairing of any
ft
ceeded. Grass has a green of Its own.
Register.
LUMBER AND INTERIOR FINISH. sort.
So has the leaf and so has the distant
507w
Dealers in Lumber
ocean. None of these has ever been
CJCOTT-LUGER8 LUMBER CO.. 236 RIVER CHAS. HUBBARD of all descriptions. FINAL ADMINISTRATION AC- reproducedand put in cans with a

WBJSSJ
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r~pHE Nuform
[

.

corset,

is a popular

modeled on

lines that per-

fect your figure. It defines
ful bust, waist
at the

and hip

priced

grace-

and

lines

fits

back.

The range of shapes is so

varied, every

figure can be fitted with charming result.
All

is'

able

Nuform Corsets are made

fabrics

daintily

of service*

— both heavy and light weight

—

trimmed and well tailored.

Your dealer will supply you with the model
best suited to your figure.

U

Nuform, Style 478. {As pictured). For average
figures. Medium low bust, extra skirt length over
abdomen and hips. Made

durable coutil and light

of

weight batiste. Hose supporters. Sixes 18

to

30.

Price, $1.00.

The

Nuform, Style 485. For average and well developed figures. .Medium

Flower

bust,

extra
a length over hips,

I

back and abdomen. Coutil and
nd batiste. Hose
supporters. Sizes 18

to

30.

Price, $1.50.

'M

Shop

Nuform,Style488. For average and well developedfigfig1
ures. Unique coat construction over hips, back
itck and abdomen,
abdomen, I
Insuring comfort with modish lines. Made of excellent coutil
coutil
and batiste.Hose supporters. Sizes 19 to 30.
Price, $2.00.

Sold At AU

WEINGARTEN BROS.,

Stom

AfaAers, 34th St. A Broadway,
ay, New Yerk
Terfc

Kleyn

Bicycles

©

St. Citizen*phone 1CWL

NEWSPAPERS. MAGAZINES,
T7IRIS NEWS DEPOT, 30 WEST EIGHTH
sc Citizen*phon* 1749.

r

JOHN

8. DYK8TRA. 40

EAST EIGHTH

Citizen*phone 1267— 2r.

CROCKERY. GLASS AND HOUSE
FURNISHINGS.
J-VYKSTRASBAZAAR STORE,

Ai

East Sixth St.

I

Send

4* in

PINAUD S
LILAC VEGETAL
The lateat Paru perfume erase

A wonderful

Eighth St. Citizen* phone 1267—

2r.

LBHRT

KIDDING.— FILL YOUR MARket basket with nice clean fre*h groceries.Don't forget the place, corner River
emd Seventh etreet*. Both phone*.
T>. BOOT. DEALER IN DRY GOODS AND
i: grocerle*. Give u» a visit and w* will
eatlaty you. 32 We*t Eighth
,

St.

BREWERIES.
-----------

— —

---

—

JJOLLAND CITY BREWERY, CORNER
Tenth and Maple Street*. Citizen*phone
1123. Pureit beer In the world. Bold In bot<lea and kegs. A. Selft A Son.

DRUGS AND SUNDRIES.
1TI7ALSH DRUG CO., DRUGGIST AND
pharmacist.Full atock of good* pertaining to the bu*lne*». Citizen*phone 1483.
25 E. Eighth St.
R.. DEALER IN DRUGS.'
medicine*, paint*, oil*, toilet articles.
Imported and domeatic cigar*. Citizen*phone
1291. 32 E. Eighth St.

JJOESBURG, H.

3J

MEATS.

to-day for

Par!
ED.

152 E. EIGHTH
St. For choice steak*, fowl*, or game

in season. Citizensphone

1043.

J\E KRAKER A DE ROSTER, DEALERS

D

In all kind* of freeh and salt meat*.
Market on River St. Citizen*phone 1006.

BAGGAGE AND TRANSFER.
ISAAC VEHSCHURE. THE 10-CENT PAR-

*

cel deliveryman. always prompt. Also express and batriraxc.Call him up on tee Citizens phans 16M Jo r quio delivery.

^

PLUMBERS AND ROOFERS.

T^R
VAJI LANDEGEND. Dealer
* Windmills, Gasoline Engines, Pumps and
In

Plumbing Supplies.

Cltz.

phone 1038. 49

W

5th Street.

mHE
X

DRY CLEANERSHOLLAND CLEANERS. »

PINAUD

pressing.

BLDG.

umerie ED. PINAUD,

the Reason

why

copy.

We

BEST STRENGTHENING
for

TONIC

Feeble Old People, Delicate Children, Weak, Run-down

Persons, and to Counteract Chronic Coughs, Colds and
Bronchitis, is because it combines the two most world-famed
tonics — the medicinal, strengthening, bodyTuintng" elements

oTCod

Liver Oil and Tonic Iron, without oil or grease,

tastes good, and agrees with every one.

We return your money without question if Vinol
does not accomplish all we claim for it

GERBER DRUG

CO., Holland.

EDWARD

APPOINTMENT OF
TRATOR

APPOINTMENT OF

Prize Offers from Leading Manufacturers
Book on patents. “Hints to inventors.”“Inventionsneeded.”
inventorsfail.” Send rough sketch or model for
search of Patent Office records. Our Mr. Greeley was formerly,
Acting Commissioner of Patents, and as such had full charge of

“Why some

the U. S. Patent Office.

GREELEY&McINTIRE
Washington, D. C.

EASY

*

1

'

rugs woven and cleaned. Carpet cleaning
Carpet rbgs and oldI Ingrala
64 E. iSthStceet CitlXMis
Citizens

phone is97.

DENTISTS.

O. SCOTT. DENTIST. OUR MOTTO
X-r 1* good work, reasonable prices. CMmos phone 1441. SI East Eighth St

TkR- X

NEW YORK

New

!

Jy d<
carpets bought,

m

Dept,

1

Eighth St. ClUsensphone 1528. Dying,

cleaning,

Aik your

oz.) Write our American Offloti
tho sample, enclosing4c. (to pay postage and packing).
(6

1

TT7M. VAN DER VEERE,

VV

creation, just like the living blouomi.

dealer for a large bottle -• 75c.

my

--

for a little

^

40 EAST

GROCERIES AND MEATS.
A

stamps

ED.

price label on them.

Honor awaits the man who can combate Court for the County of Ot- bine colors to produce the tints of red
of the Baldwin aud Northern Spy.
tawa
At a session of said Court, held at They come pretty near it, that is all.
Escaped With His Life
the Probate Office in the Citv of The same is true of the colors with
Grand Haven, in said County, on the which October first touches the maple
“Twenty-one years ago, I faced 21st day of January. A. D. 1911.
leaf.
an awful death,” writes,
B.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
If all the paint grinding works In the
Martin, Port Harrelson, S. C. Judge of Probate.
world were multiplied 10,000 times
In the matter of the estate of
‘‘Doclors said I had consumption
MARTIN
M. CLARK, Deceased. they couldn’tturn out pigment enough
and the dreadful cough l had
Mortimer A. Sony having filed in In a year to do what nature does In a
looked like it, sure enough. I tried said court has final administration ac- change from season to season.
Nature’s brush is busy everywhere
everything,I could hear of, for my count and his petition praying for the
cough, and was under the treat- allowancethereof and for the assign- all the time. In the life of a leaf It
ment of the best doctor in George- ment and distributionof the residue of applies the brush day by day, followsaid estate.
ing with Its tints from budding time
town, S. C. for a year, but could
It is Ordered. That the
until It flutters from the branch.
get no relief. A friend advised me
20th day of February, A. D. 1911,
touches the valleys and the hills, the
to try Dr. King’s
Discovery. at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said growing grains, the flowering plants.
nrobate
office,
be
and
i,-> hereby apI did so, and was completely cured.
Never is it idle.
pointed for examining and allowing
I feel that I owe
life to this
said account and hearing said petition.
great throat and lung cure. “Its
It is further Ordered, That public
Interminable Job.
positively guaranteed for coughs, notice thereof be given by publication
The
new
pastor was a sticklerfor
colds, and all bronchial affections. of a copy of this order for three successive weeks previous to said day of ceremonial observances.He could
5oc‘& $1.00. Trial bottle free at H.
hearing in The Holland City News, a read his share of the responseswith
R. Doesburg, Walsh Drug Co.
newspaper printed and circulated in one eye and watch the congregation
said countv.
with the other. Each member was exEDWARD P KIRBY,
pected to take part in the reading,
A true
Judge of Probate.
and the person who shirked that reiDr. Bell’s Antiseptic Salve
ORRIE SLITTER.
sponsibility was detected sooner or
Register of Probate.
Is good for anything for which a
later and brought to account. On the
first three Sundays of his new passalve is indicated— Such as pimp3w-4
torate he noticed a man in a front
les. blackheads, sores, chaps, ulpew who sat silent throughout the
cers, sunburn and all skin affecORDER OF PUBLICATION.
service.The third Sunday evening,
tions. 25c at all dealers.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- although in a hurry to reach the bedbate Court for the County of Ot- side of a sick parishioner, he took
tawa.
A Medicine
time to let the delnquent know he
In the matter of the estate of
had been found out.
That lives ten years must have merHENDRICK GEJT< LINGS,
"I am sorry to see.” the pastor
Deceased.
it. Dr. Bell’s Pine-Tar-Honey
Notice
is hereby given that four said, "that you have never read the
has been sold for sixteen years, and
months from the 19th day of January. responses.’’
sales have increasedevery year
“F-f-f I had d-d-d-done th-th-that,”
A. D. 1911, have been allowed for
So you run no risk.
guaran- creditors to present their . claims said the silent man, "ab-b-bout what
tee it. At all dealers.
against said deceasedto said court for t-t-timed-d-ddo yod supp-pose you'd
examinationand adjustment, and that have g-g-got through p-p-preaching?"
all creditors of said deceased are required to present their claims to said
hen Yon See the Bell
court, at the probate office, in the City
The Harshneaaof Napoleon.
On the bottle you have our guar- of Grand Haven, in said county, on or
In the service and in the interbefore the
antee that you are getting the best
course with his officers he was cold,
19th day of May, A. D. 1911,
cough and cold remedy. Dr. Bell’s and that said claims will be heard by almost repellant, severe and inflexibly
Pine-Tar-Honey has millions of said court on the 19th day of May, Just. One day Gen. Guvion Salnt-Cyr,
A. D, 1911, at ten o'clock in the fore- afterwardsmarshal, appeared at the
satisfied users. At all dealers.
emperor's morning audience at the
noon.
Tuileries. Napoleon said quietly to
Dated. Januar” 19th, A. D. 1911.
P. KIRBY.
him: "You come from Naples, generDr. Bell’s Pine-Tar-Honey
Judge of Probate.
al?” “Yes, sire, I relinquishedmy command to Marsha] Perlgnon, w hom your
Is a house-hold word in every state
3 tv -4
majesty sent to relieve me." "And
Bottle.
no doubt you have leave of absence
ADMINIS- from the minister of war?" "No. your
majesty; but I had nothing else to do
ADMINISTRATOR.
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- in Naples.” "Unless you are on your
STATE OF MICHIGAN— The Pro- bate Court for the County of Ot- way to Naples within two hours, you
bate Court for the County of Otwill be shot on the plain of Crenelle
tawa.
tawa.
At a session of said Court, held at at 12 o’clock precisely,"said the emAt a session of said Court, held the Probate Office in the City of peror, returninghis watch to his
at the Probate Office in the City of Grand Haven, in said County, on the
pocket— Klelland, "Napoleon’s Men
Grand Haven, in said County, on the 20th day of January, A. D. 1911.
and Methods."
23rd day of January. A. D. 1911.
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby,
Present: Hon. Edward P. Kirby, Judge of Probate.
Judge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of
Sentimental Juries.
In the matter of the estate of
JENNIE BREUR, Deceased,
Maitre Henri Robert, the most faERNEST A. CRANMER, Deceased. Maude Zigterman having filed
mous advocate in criminalcases at
Elizabeth L. Cranmer having filed said court her petition praying th
the Paris bar, told an audience almost
iff said court her petitionpraying that the administration of said estate
entirely composed of ladiea that bethe administration of said estate be granted to Henry Bruss or to son
fore any Jury a woman with some
granted to Fred T. Miles or to some other suitable person,
other suitable person,
youth, some looks and a pretty voice
It is Ordered, That the
It is Ordered, Thkt the
has 50 chances ont of 100 of being ac20th day of February,A. D. 1911,
20th day of February, A. D. 1911,
atten o'clock in the forenoon, at sa
quitted, whereas a man woeM only
at ten o’clock in the forenoon, at said probate office, be and is hereby a
have one. If she knows how to shed
probate office, be and is hereby ap- pointed for hearing said petition:
tears at the right moment she need
pointed fojl hearing said petition.
It is Further Ordered, That publ
not worry— a verdict of not guilty Is
It is Further Ordered, That public notice thereof be given by publicatii
a dead certainty.
notice thereof be $ivcn by publica- at ten o’clpck in the forenoon, at sa
tion of a copy of this order, for three of a copy of this order, for three su
successjve weeks previous to said day cessive weeks previous to said d;
After a Big Haul.
of hearing, in the Holland Citv News, of hearing, in The Holland . Ci
“Sinks
used
to be daft on the sab.
a newspaper printed and circulatedin News, a newspaper printed and ci
Ject.ofburied treasure. What's ho up
said county.
culated in said county.
to know?”
'v
P. KIRBY,
P. KIRBY,
“He's got op an expedition to Asia
A true
-Judge of Probate.
of Froba,eMinor to try to Bad tbo place where
ORRIE SLUITER.
Register of Probate.
Methuselahstored his birthday presRegister of Probate.
tatn."
3ir-4
90
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HOLLAND QITY NEWS
AdditionalLocals

Seth Nibbelink received a ahipcnent of 23 mules from St. Louis,
Missouri, Saturday.

fr.

..

...

The Wagner Club

will run a spe

15. The

train will leave Holland about 6:30
p. m., returning about 11 o’clock.

The round

trip will cost only 50c.

1

Fair.

...........

An infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
LukeJalving died at the home on
the North side, and was buried Saturday.

cial train to Allegan Feb.

The Degree of Honor will give a of all that he k
Dl K i.t*publicdance next Wednesday even- disappeated.
ing, Feb. 1.
According to Hvur^b story be
three were intoxK.di»-u out vlcCarKeep your eyes open for sharpers
thy more so than the brothers. The
and gold brick men at Ottawa Counthree starred toward oe easi end of
ty
,
the city and landed near the ChemA banquet will be tendered Billy ical works. There ii^s thought
Mason tonight at the Hotel Hol- that McCarthy fell strikic* ins face
land between 7 and 7:45, before go- on a brick and Dick relieved him
of $30 which McCarthy had in his
ing to Price’s Auditorium.
pockets. The officers have notified
John Pool, janitor of the Colum- the police of the surrounding cities
bia avenue school, underwent a and are keeping a vigilant lookout.
serious operation at his home on
—
>’
East Thirteenth street Monday.
Cross Is In Race For Circuit Judte

-

.

—

Ifslp
ITS GOING TO

DR. KING’S

Fourteen new factories have been
C. Harkema was arrested on a
Former Prosecuting Attorney O.
secured in Muskegon during 1910, charge of drunk and disorderly, but S. Cross, has been urged to enter
and another will soon occupy on signing the pledge was let off the race for circuit judge for the
20 acres of land that has been pur- on a suspended sentence.
Twentieth judicial circuit, compr schased.

Whelan has been appointed
Rev. J. Robbert, of the Christian United States Marshal for Western
Reformed church at Niekerk, three Michigan. He will take up his new
miles southeast of this city has ac duties some time next week.
cepted a call to the Fourth church
A. B Bosman and Albert Keppel
of that denominationat Paterson,
N. J.

6r\

N.

•

have been appointed as jurors

J.

Grand Jury to be held in Grand
Bob Moore has gone to Bartle, Rapids in February.
Cuba, where he has business interThe rehearsals tor the “Ottawa
ests. He goes first to Detroit where
County
Fair” are progressing finehe will meet a party with which he
ly. All the members are full of enwill make the trip. He likes Cuba
thusiasm and agree that the Fair
very much, and intends investing

1

I

p

'Considerablemoney there-

:

mi

Br

a>

1
:

6

r

}

firm has

Rev. Henry J. Haarama, a graduate of the

Grand Rapids theological

seminary, -has accepted a call to be-

P

will be a winner.

‘

J

i
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t
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THE CURE THAT’S SURE

COUGHS, COLDS,WHOOPING COUGH
AND ALL DISCASES OP
THROAT, CHEST AND LUNGS
Famous for Forty Years

of

Curts.

wmmmmmmmmammBmUm sold

Walsh Drug'

Pries

50c and $1.00

and guaranteed by

Co.,

and

H. R. Does burg

GIRLS!
,

We

you steady
employment, Clean
offer

work, with
tunities for

ENCYCLOPEDO

,

oppor-

advance-

Slaughtered

ment.

H.J.Heinz&Co.

Yes, thats’thejword—

FOOD FOR A YEAR
Meat .............. ...300B*
Milk ..................
240 qta.
Butter .................
100 B».
Efifis ..................27 dot.
Vegetables ........
500 B*.

come home missionary for the classis
of Iowa. Rev. Lambertus Veltkamp,
jxtftor of the Fifth avenue congregaand
tion in Grand Rapids, has declined
a call from Zeeland, Mich. The Oakdale Park minister, Rev. Yi P. De
Jong, has declined a call from Holland, Mich. Rev. De Jong’s trip to
the Netherlands and his expected
size bottle of
etay there for a perod of three years, our martyred president.The work Part of the, evening,assisting talent
t?
Rom
°ut of the city will add greatly
necessitated this decision.
was done by E. H. Bradwold of t() t|ic p|easurc 0f the evening. Sig.
the Globe Carving Works of this A. A. Biferno, a celebratedflautist,
At this week’s corps meeting of
city. The carving is a masterpiece who bv the way, received specialmenthe students of Calvin college at
and shows the superior ability of tion for his brilliant playing at one of
the Grand Rapids Schubert club conGrand Rapids, it was decided to acMr. Bradwald in the wood-working certs recently, will he one of the ascept the proposal tendered by Hope
art. The bust was presented to sisting artists. Another attraction equals in nourishing propercollege for a joint debate. The subMr. E. P. Stephan who is a great
ties ten pounds of
ject of the debate is: ‘ Resolved,
admirer of the martyred president.
THINK,OF RURAL CARRIER.
That the commission form of city
Theer are a few little things the Your physician can tell you
According to arrangements re- patrons of rural routes can do that
government would improve conditionfe ” :It has not been decided as cently made by the boardjof educa will greatly lessen the hardships of bow it does it
yet which side of the question the tion, beginners in the Kindergar- the faithful mail carriers during the
rOB BALE BT ALL DBU0018T8
Grand Rapids college will take. If ten will hereafter be admitted only cold winter months, when they are
obliged to go out and cover their
the faculty of Calvin college agrees during the month of September, the
Bead Mb., Dime ot paper aad thl» id. for <mi
respectiveroutes regardlessof the
with tbedecision the debate will take first two weeks of the second semes- weather conditions. The hardest bMutiful Bavins. Bank and ChUd'a koto Book.
Each bank contain, a Good Lock Peanj.
place some time during next month. ter, and the first two weeks of the thing the carrier has to contend with
spring term. The second semester in winter is had roads. Keep the SCOTT k BOWNE, 409 Pori SL. New York
The board of public works has of the present school year begining roads clear from drifts so the carrier
toaken precautionarymeasures in January 30. Parents must enter can reach you on time. Also keep the
snow away from the boxes. Keep
NOTICE
protecting the city against a water their children atlhat time or with- your name plainly printed on the box,
Wanted a wife under 40. I have
famine by purchasing a tract of land in two weeks after that date if they so he can read it. Don't put postage
money
in hank. AddreaR Strang
money
in
the
box,
hut
keep
a
supply
between Twentieth and Twenty-first desire them to be in the Kindergar
streets,upon which it is proposed to ten before the spring term. Chil- of stamps on hand. Of course, he mist, 111-, Box 155.
gets oaid for his work, hut remember
erect a pumping station Several dren who are five years of age bethat he saves you much time and
test wells have been driven with sat- fore April first may enter the Kin- trouble and get your mail every day.
FOR SALE— On account of ill
isfactoryresults- The entire cost of dergarten at the beginning of the Therefore show him every little favor liealth, 40 acres of good land quar
you can. He will appreciate it.
the new station will be from $12,- second semester.
ter of a mile from Interurbanstation,
000 to $15,000, and according to
mostly gravel, good house and barn,
figures submitted would not equal
good drinking watpr, creek running
EastlSaugatuck *
the interest for one year on $250,- Post Office To Be On River Street
oack of barn, 65 apple trees one
000, the estimated cost of connection
The following despatch was re
Three valuable cows of H. Ten talf bearing, 75 peach trees 35
with Lake Michigan, which would reived from Washington:
Cate, Sr., escaped from his barn- searing, also lot of small fruit Less
be the alternative.
The local committee on Federal yard and were run over by a Pere than a quarter of a mile from Zee
building site have been duly in- Marquette train. They were totally and city limits at New Gronigen.
Last Sunday evening an address
For particulars inquire Luke Lugers
formed by Congressman Diekema demolished.
by Mr. Jacob Lokker of Holland
that “the Department has this flay
Mr. and Mrs. C. P. Zwemerwere lolland, on Nick Schipper, R. 10,
was the principal feature of the
(Jan. 20) selected the land front in Holland last Wednesday to help
4 3w
service in the Presbyterianchurch,
ing 165 feet on the north side of the formers father, Mr. John Zwe•and a highly interesting one it was.
Tenth street, and extending north- mer, celebratehis 78th birthday.
Parson’s Poem a Gem
"Mr. Lokker had long been nominwardly, on that width, along the
The infant child of Mr. and Mrs.
ally a church member and regularFrom Rev. H. Stubenvoll,Allieast side of River street, 132 feet,
ly an attendantupon the Sabbath
B. Detters of Bentheim died last
son, la., in praise of Dr. King’s
in Holland, Mich., as the site for
Monday. Mrs. Detters formerly
doming service, but a few years
New Life Pills.
the proposed Federal building to be
ago, so ran his story, he came to
was Miss Fannie Lenters of this
They're such a health necessity,
erected at that place. The vendor
realization of how much all this
place.
In eve*y home these pills should be
is Mr. G. J. Schuurman, and the
lacked of genuine, active Christiv One of T. Brink’s horses slipped If other kinds you’ve tried in vain,
prre is $14,000.”
anity, and he made a radical change
on
the ice last week and broke his
USE DR. KING’S
This removes another of Hoi
of belief and practice,finding in
eg.
And be well again. Only 25c at
land’s eyesores|andwill go far tohis new light and life a degree of
ward making “The City Beautiful.” Mrs. J. Maxson and Mrs, D. H. R. Doesburg, Walsh Drug Co
happiness and satisfaction that was
Bommers of Holland visited their
surprising.He related his exsister,Mrs. Z. Lenters, last week.
perience with considerable detail
Robbery Saturday Night
Hear! Hear! Hear! This way—
Mr. and Mrs. A. Bidder of Holand impressed his audience with
Hearing
groans
early last Sunday land visited relatives here last Get your ticketa far Ottawa County
his earnestnessand zeal. It was a
Fair. Auditorium.
morning, Alderman Drinkwaterin- week.
lay sermon, original and telling.—
vestigated
the
matter
and
found
Mr.
Frazer
was
in
town
last
Allegan Gazette.
Mike McCarthy, whose face was week to look after the interests of REAL ESTATE TRANSFERS.
Owing to the annual day of badly cut and blood clotted. He the Heinz Pickle Co.
Harm Vos and wife to Ralph Vos,
40 acres of section 12, Fillmore,
prayer for colleges which is to oc- had been lying on the railroad
$1,500.
cur Thursday, Jan. 26, the Chora tracks all night and his feet and
A Medicine
Louise C. Britton to Martha Stein,
Union of Hope College will omit hands were badly frostbitten.
19 acres pf section 11, Laketown, $500.
Foul play was suspected and af- That lives ten years must have merthis weeks session. A week from
Wm. McVea and wife to Henry A.
Thursday the meetings will be re- ter looking up the matter, warrants it. Dr. Bell’s Pine-Tar-Honey McDonald, parcel of section 17, Sausumed as usual at the customary we re issued for the arrest of Dick has been* sold for sixteen years, anc gatuck, $300.
Albert R. Dozeman and wife to
and Henry Riemersma, who were sales have increased every year
time.
Ralph Vos, 20 acres of section 7,
with McCarthy at 11:15 Saturday So you run no risk. .We guaranOverisel, $1,175.
It’« great! The Ottawa County night. The officershave in custody tee it. At all dealers.
Fair.
He nry who has made a clean breast

u

NEW ^

DISCOVERY

ard as yet, it is safe to say that nothing like it has ever l*en heard in
According to the financial state- Charlotte, and it is with a great deal
ment for the year, just make by the of nleasure that we look forward to
This represents a fair raChristianReformed church of Cen- this occasion.
Director
J.
Jans
Helder,
who
has
tral avenue, that church organizahad much experiencein this line of tion for a man for a year.
tion raised during the year $9,432.work and is therefore capable not
49. The church was organized in alone of bringingout the best there
But some people eat
1865 and has the largest member- is in song, thereby making it interesting fo rthc singer, hut he also knows eat and grow thinner. This
ship in the city.
the wants of the public, and is in a
nosition to select such music as will means a defective digestion
In Jas. A. Brouwer's show win- he both interesting and instructive.
dow, there is on exhibitiona carvWhile the chorus will hold the at- and unsuitable food. A large
ing of the bust of Wm. McKinley, tention of the audience for the greater

%

f

ing the counties of Allegan and Ottawa, and has decided to do so. Mr.
Cross graduated from the law department of the Universityof Michigan in 1896, and took a post-graduate course in 1897 and received a
master’s degree. He has been in
the active practice of the law fer
nearly fourteen years. In the fall
of 1897 he formed a partnership
with Capt. H. H. Pope of Allegan,
and the partnership continuedfor
seven years. Mr. Cross has served
four years as city attorney of Allegan, and four years as prosecuting
attorney of Allegan county. At
tb? present time he is secretary of

The special car which will take
been formed
the Interurbansand rooters to
here by Fred T. Miles and William
*he Allegan County Republican
Grand Rapids tonight leaves at
Committee. He is a very ener0. Van Eyck, to be known as Miles
6:30 p. m. They will play the
getic young man and has been suc&. Van Eyck. They will open offices
Olympics for the state champion{February 1. Mr. Miles is justice of
cessful in the practice of the law.
ship. Babe Woldring will umpire.
Judge Philip Padgham, the pres'the .peace. Mr. Van Eyck is now an
ent
incumbent, will also be a canalderman and prior ta his election
The Royal Neighbors will hold
^vas city clerk for twelve successive a class adoption in Woodman Hall didate to succeed himself. Judge
jears. He is a graduateof the Uni- this evening. After the exercises Padgham has held the office for
versity of Michigan.
of the class adoption are over the eighteen years and will be 73 years
Royal Neighbors with their hus of age in March, after t^e comThe challenge of Hope college
bands will enjoy a feast in com- mencement of the next term
for a debating contest, has been acmemoration of the establishingof
•cepted by the “Credlumset Intlethe local camp seven years ago.
What promises to be a surprise and
igamus” society of the Calvig cola revelation in the way of a concert
•lege and Theological seminary.
Geo. H. Souter sent from Cali- given bv ohme talent, is destined to
The subject will be “Resolved, fornia ^35 to secure a block of fif- be the ti ’.t which lies in store for us
That the Commission Form of Mu teen seats at the Flower’s lecture on the evta'.ngof February 17.
The Sch.vert Club, organized last
nicipal Government Is the Best for the benefit of a Y. M. C. A. for
fall, has L -n diligentlyworking
Form of Municipal Government in Holland. He intends to have a
along lines jti ‘ifying the adoptionof
-All, Cities of More Than 20,000 family reunion and these seats are
name which stands pre-eminently
Population.” * The date for ’ the for his immediate family and to for the highest tandard of singing;
holding of the debate has not been show his interest in the city’s wel- and while this chorus very modestly
admits not to have reached that standfixed.— G. R. News.
fare.
A new law

1

HK,

to the
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1

prices slashed

tcTalmost nothing
Britannica— 30 vols., first-classcondition

ninth edition

T 01 C

.....................

••51

on|y
volumes,

Appleton’s—16

...

volumes,

1

only .........................................

Other sets

A

A

JiUU
A Af)

lUiUU

Chambers— 12

AA

E

JiUU

at equally ridiculouslylow prices
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Scott’s Emulsion

SLAUGHTERED —

See the window at

VAN DER PLOEG’S

meat

8

1;

..

“Where You Do

the Best”

b-

-

Good

FARMS

For Sale -

104 acres between Jamestown and Byron Center. All improved
good mixed

soil,

good buildings, Silo, good water and

windmill Prke

$8,000. 85 acres 3 miles from Zeeland^ excellent soil and excellentbuildings, none better, $9200. 60 acres between Zeeland and Forest Grove,

good heavy land, good buildings

etc.,

$6000. 80 acres between Moline

and Byron Center, excellent quality of fine laying land, som* leovy

with good water, pimped by
$7000. 120 acres 2 miles frwn Byron

timber, good large house, 2 barns, well

gasolineengine, large

Center. A

it One

first

silo.

Price

class farm in every respect. $550 rent waa refusedfor

modern house, another good house, 3 large barns, 2 with base,

ments, some heavy timber and a good gravel pit just in corner of the

farm.

Price $12,500. 92 acres between Wayland

and Hopkins, very

rich soil, buildings none better. Price only $7000.

Send for our free lists which contain better faraa than
any other

list

\

in this county.

Holland.

John Weersing
Real

Eatata

and

HOLLAND, MICH.

Inauranqe

KODAKS

)

•

Si-

A

Ca

in

era orPyrographic

goods.

Biggest line of Christ-

mas and

New

Year cards

Co

Coster Photo Supply
21 East Eighth Street
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